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IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF' COOK COUNTY, ILLINOIS
COUNTY DEPARTMENT, LAW DIVTSTON

ACF LEASING, LLC, aCF SERVICES,
LLC, GENERATION CLEAN PL~ELS, LLC,

Plaintiffs,

GREEN BAY ~NEWABLE ENERGY, Case No. 14 L 0027b8
LLC, ONEIDA SEVEN GENERATIONS
CORPORATION and THE ONEIDA TRIBE
OF iNDir'~NS OF WISCONSIN,

Defendants.

THE ONEIDA TRIBE OF INDIANS OF WISCONSIN'S
AND UNEIDA SEVEN GENERATIONS CORPORATION'S

BT2IEF IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO DISMISS FOR LACK OF SUBJECT
MATTER JURISDICTION
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TNTR~DUCTION ~

Defendant The Oneida Tribe of Indians of Wisconsin {"Tribe") is a federally recognized

Indian tribe. Hoeft Aff., ¶ 2. Defendant Oneida Seven Generations Corporation ("OSGC") is a

tribally charted subordinate entity created under the Tribe's Constitution to enhance the business

and economic development of the Tribe. Hoeft Aff., ¶ i0 and Exh. 2. Plaintiffs (collectively

referred to as "ACF" or "Plaintiffs") claim damages arising out of two contracts: 1) a Master

Lease Agreement, dated May 24, 2013, ("Lease") entered into between defendant Green Bay

Renewable Energy, LLC ("GBRE") and ACF Leasing, LLC for the lease of three, forty-ton

liquefaction machines and pretreatment equipment fnr purposes of processing waste plastic to

generate electricity and create oil-based fuel products at locations in Monona, Wisconsin and

Cheboygan, Michigan (the "Project");Z and 2} an Operation and Maintenance Agreement, dated

May 24, 2013, ("O&M Agreement") entered into between GBRE and ACF Services. LLC for

the operation and maintenance of the Project. Financing for the Project hinged on a 90%

guarantee by the Uiuted States Department of Interior, Bureau of Indian Affairs (`BIA"} of a

$21,777,777 loan. Complaint, Exh. A (Schedule 1, I-3 providing that the T.,ease Commencement

Date would be the date on which the loan proceeds were received by GBRE). Plaintiffs allege

that the Lease and O&M Agreement have been breached and the Project cannot proceed because

financing failed when the Tribe, through its General Tribal Council and the Business

~ Facts necessary to support the motion to dismiss are contained in the Affidavits of Patricia NinhamHoeft and Gene Keluche, and the exhibits attached thereto, which have been submitted herewith, andwhich are incorporated herein fully by reference.

z OSGC is the sole owner of Oneida Energy, Inc. ("OEI"). OEI, a Wisconsin corporation, is the saleo~~ner of Oneida Energy Blocker Corporation ("OEB"), a Delaware corporation. OEB is the solemember and owner of GBRE, a Delaware limited liability company. GBRE was set up as a single assetLLC for purposes of developing the Project. Keluche Aff., ¶5.
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Continittee—the goven. ~ bodies of the 'Tribe—voted to dissolve ~ UGC in December 2013.

Complaint, ¶¶ 39-41; Hoeft Aff,, ~(!~ 4-S and 22.

~teither the Tribe nor OSGC is a part~~ to the Lease or the O&M Agreement, both of

which contain integration clauses. Complaint, Exhs. A and B. Nonetheless, plaintiffs assert that

GBRE was acting as tie "ageni" of the Tribe and OSGC and, therefore, that they are bound by

the agreements and are liable (directly or vicariously) for alleged breaches. Complaint, ¶¶ 49-54

and 71-79. Likely in recognition that the Iack of privity is fatal to their contract claims, Plaintiffs

also pleaded various tort claims against the Tribe and USGC. Complaint, ~j¶ 60-91.

Disregarding the numerous, significant legal deficiencies with Plaintiffs' claims for

purposes of this motion, this Court need not, and indeed cannot, consider the suff cicncy or

merits of Plaintiffs' claims against the Tribe and OSGC because it lacks subject matter

jurisdiction to do so. The Tribe—a sovereign Indian Nation—and OSGC—a subordinate

economic entity created by and for the benefit of the Tribe--enjoy sovereign immunity barring

Plaintiffs' suit as a matter of federal common law. Kiowa Tribe of Okla. v. Mfg. ~'echs., Inc., 523

U.S. 751, 754-56 (1998); Three Affiliated Tribes of the Fort Berthold Reservation v. ~~old Eng'g,

476 U.S. 877, 890 {1986).

Plaintiffs, who have the burden of proving that jurisdiction exists, cannot demonstrate

that either the Tribe or OSGC waived their sovereign immunity. A waiver of sovereign

immunity cannot be implied. but must be unequivocally expressed. Santa Clara Pueblo v.

Martinez, 436 U.S. 49, 58 (1978); Altheimer• &Gray v. Sioux Mfg. Carp., 983 F.2d $U3, 812 (7th

Cir. 1993); Kio~~a Tribe, 523 U.S. at 753. An Indian tribe or tribal entity may ~~aive its

sovereign immunity by contract but only if it does so with "requisite clarity." C & L Enters.,

Inc, v. Citizen Band ofPvtari~atomi Indian Tribe of Okla., 532 U.S. 411, 418 (2001}.

7
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Here, the Tribe ~u~u OSGC did not sign the Lease or O&M tigreement and, further, there

i s no mention of waiver of their sovereign immunity in either agreement. Moreover, the 'Tribe

has an ordinance prescribing that waiver of sovereign immunity by the Tribe or a Tribal entity

such as OSGC must be by formal resolution or by a motion passed by the Tribe's Business

Committee on behalf of the ̀Tribe. Iioeft Aff., ¶ 23 and Exh. 5. It is indisputable that no such

resolution was passed by the Tribe or OSGC, nor did the Business Committee pass such a

motion. Hoeft Aff., ¶ 28; Keluche Af£., ¶ 9. As a ma#ter of federal common law, tivhere tribal

law prescribes who has the authority to waive sovereign immunity and how sovereign immunity

is to be waived, absent compliance with such tribal law sovereign inununity may not be, and is

not, waived irrespective of any written or oral promises to the contrary by persons lacking

authority to waive sovereign immunity. Native Am. Distrib. v. Seneca Cayuga Tobacco Co.,

546 F.3d 1288, 1289 (10th Cir. 2008); World Touch Gaming, Inc. v. Massena Mgm1., LLC, 117

F. Supp. 2d 271 {N.D.N.1'. 2000); Danka Funding Co., LLC v. Sky City Casino, 747 A.2d 837,

838-39 (N.J. Super. Ct. Law Div. 1999). As a matter of law, therefore, this court lacks subject

matter jurisdiction and the Tribe and OSGC must be dismissed.

ARGUMENT

I. STANDARD OF REVIEW.

A complaint must be dismissed pursuant to Section 2-619{a)(1) of the Illinois Code of

Civil Procedure ~~vhen, as is the case here, "i}ie court does not have jurisdiction of the subject

matter of the action...." 735 ILCS 512-619(a}(1}. "When ruling on a section 2-619 motion, the

trial court may consider the pleadings, depositions, and affidavits." Cohen v. McDonald's Corp.,

347 Ill. App. 3d 627,632 (1st Dist. 2004} "[T]ribal sovereign immunity is a threshold

jurisdictional question." Amerind Risk _Mgmt. Corp. v. A?alaterre, 633 F.3d 680, 684 (8th Cir.

3
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2011). See also Williar..,, v. Davet, 345 Ill. App. 3d 595, 600 (1st uist. 2003) (sovereign

immunity deprives the court of subject matter jurisdiction); Cohen, 347 Ill. App. 3d at 632. "On

a motion invoking sovereign immunity to dismiss for lack of subject matter jurisdiction, the

plaintiff bears the burden of proving by a preponderance of evidence that jurisdiction exists."

Garcia v. Akwesasne Hous. Auth., 268 F.3d 76, 84 {2nd Cir. 2001); see also Am~errnd Risk

Mgmt., 633 F.3d at 685-86.

II. TIE TRIBE AND OSGC HAVE SOVEREIGN IMMUNITY.

Indian tribes are immune from suit in both state and federal court unless "Congress has

authorized the suitor the tribe has waived its immunity." Kiowa, 523 U.S. at 754. Absent

congressional abrogation or a clear and unequivocally expressed waiver of sovereign

immunity, Indian tribes are not subject to civil suit in any state, federal, or arbitral

tribunal. C & L Enters., 532 U.S. at 418. The doctrine of tribal sovereign immunity is rooted

in federal common law and reflects the federal Constitution's treatment of Indian tribes as

governments under the Indian commerce clause. See U.S. Const. Art. 1, § 8. As the Supreme

Court has indicated, tribal sovereign immunity "is a necessary corollary to Indian sovereig~zty

and self-governance." Three Affiliated Tribes, 476 U.S. at 894.

Sovereign immunity extends to a tribe's business activities. Kiowa Tribe, 523 U.S.at

750. "Tribes enjoy immunity from suits on contracts, whefiher #hose contracts involve

governmental or commercial activities and whether they are made an or off reservation." Id.

"The perceived inequity of permitting the Tribe to recover from anon-Indian for civil wrongs in

insta~ices where a nan-Indian allegedly may not recover against the Tribe simply must be

accepted in view of the overriding federal and tribal interests in these circumstances, much in the

same way that the perceivzci inequity of permitting the United States or [a State) to sue in cases
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where they could not t aed as defendants because of their savc..~~~n immunity also must be

accepted." Three Affiliated Tribes, 476 U.S. at 893.

Tribal sovereign immunity also extends to subordinate economic organizations of the

tribe.3 In Breakthrough Mgmt. Gfp., Inc. v. Chukckasasi Gold Casino and Resort, 629 F.3d 1173

(10th Cir. 2010), the plaintiff and an "agent" of Chukchansi Gold Casino and Resort ("Casino")

executed a license agreement for online business management training and consulting service.

Izl. at 1176-77. The tribe allegedly paid for the license. 1'd. The Chukchansi Economic

Development Authority ("Authority"} owned and operated the Casino. Id. The plaintiff alleged

that the terms of the license were violated and sued the tribe, Authority, Casino and individual

Casino employees. Id. at 1177.

The district court dismissed the tribe an sovereign immunity grounds but held that the

Authority and the Casino were not immune from suit. Id. at 1181. The Tenth Circuit reversed,

finding that the Authority and the Casino were also immune:

Tribal sovereign immunity may extend to subdivisions of a tribe,
including those engaged in economic activities, provided that the
relationship between the tribe and the entity is sufficiently close to
properly permit the entity to share in the tribe's immunity.... As the Ninth
Circuit has noted, immunity for subordinate economic entities "directly
protects the sovereign Tribe's treaswy, which is one of the historic
purposes of sovereign immunity in general."

***

3 See e.g., Allen v. Gold C.oun£ry Casino, 464 Fad 1044, ] 04b-47 (9th Cir. 2006} (casino organized
pursuant to tribal ordinance and interstate gaming compact entitled to tribal sovereign immunity as arm of
the tribe); Native Am. Distrrb. v. Seneca-Ccryuga Tobacco Co., 546 F.3d 1288, 1292-96 (IOth Cir. 2008)
(tobacco manufacturer had sovereign immunity as enterprise of tribe}; Pink v. Modoc Indian Health
Project Inc., 157 F.3d l 185 (9th Cir. 1998) (nonprofit health corporation created and controlled by Indian
tribes entitled to tribal immunity); Dillon v. Yankton Sioux Tribe Hoes. Auth., 144 F.3d 5$1, 583 (8th Cir.
I998) (tribal housing authority — established by tribal council pursuant to its powers of self-government—
is atribal agency entitled to sovereign immunity); Barker v. Menominee Nation Casino, 897 F. Supp. 389,
393 (E.D. Wis.1995} (tribal gaming commission and casino found to be immune from suit).
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A coi~~~nentator has observed that "[tribal govermnents directly
control or participate in commercial activities more frequently than other
[types o~J governments.... [T]he tribal organization may be part of the
tribal government and protected by tribal immunity, even though it may
have a separate corporate structure."

I'd at 1183-84 (citations omitted}.

The Breakthrough Court articulated six factors for determining ~~vhether a subordinate

economic entity is entitled to sovereign immunity: (1) "the method of creation of the economic

entities"; (2) "their purpose"; {3) "their structure, ownership, and management, including the

amount of control the tribe has over the entities"; (4) "the tribe's intent v~~ith respect to the

sharing of its sovereign immunity"; (S) "ehe financial relationship between the Tribe and the

en.ti.ties"; and (6) "the policies iznderaying tribal sovereign iminuiuty ~u~~l its conncctinn to tribal

economic development, and whether those policies are served by granting immunity to the

economic entities." Id. at 1187.

Concluding that the Authority and the Casino were entitled to sovereign immunity, the

Breakthrough Court found the following facts significa~it: a) the Authority was created under

tribal law; b) the Authority and Casino were created for the economic benefit of the tribe; c)

Casino revenue was used far tribal governmental functions; d) seven members of the Authority

were also members of the Tribal Council; e) the ordinance governing the Authority gave the

Authority the right to waive its, but not the tribe's, sovereign immunity under specific

circumstances; which was "clear" evidence that the tribe considered the Authority immune from

suit; and fl if judgment were entered against the Authority or Casino, the tribe's economic

position urould be negatively impacted. See Id. at l 191-95.

ACF has conceded that the Tribe is a federally recognized Indian tribe. Complaint, ¶ 14;

see also Hoeft Aff., ¶ 2. Therefore; it is indisputable that the Tribe is immune from ACF's suit.

Kiowa, 523 U.S. at 754; Three Affiliated Tribes, 476 U.S. at 890-91.

D
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With respect t~ ~. _~iC, much Like the Authority in Breaktrn Hugh, OSGC was created

under, and is subject to, the laws, ordinances and jurisdiction of the Tribe. Hoeft Aff., ~¶ 3-8,

10-12 and Exhs. 1-3. See Breakthrough, 629 F.3d at 1187 (factor number nne). OSGG's

propose is to "promote and enhance the business and economic diversification" of the Tribe.

Hoeft Aff., Exh. 3 (Chartex, Art. VI(A)). Like the Authority and Casino in B~eakthrough> OSGC

promotes and funds the Tribe's self determination through revenue generation and the funding of

diversified economic development. See Breal~through, 629 F.3d at 1187 (factor number two).

The Tribe has significant control over OSGC. Breakthrough, 629 F.3d at 1187 {factor

number three). Pursuant to the bylaws of USUC, the Business Committee acts on behalf of the

Tribe in the role similar to shareholders of a corporation. Hoeft Aff., ¶ 19 and Exh. 4. USUC's

board members are appointed by the Business Committee, and at least 5 of 7 board merrtbers

must be members of the Tribe. Hoeft Aff., ¶ 17 and Exh. 3 (Charter, Art VII(.D)b. and e.). At ali

relevant times in 2012-2013, there was only one board member that v~~as not a member of the

Tribe. Hoeft Aff., ¶ 18. OSGC provides detailed reports quarterly to the Business Committee

and General Tribal Co~zncil describing the development activities and financial condition of

OSGC: Hoeft Aff., ~f 20 and Exh. 3 (Charter, Art. XIIT). Finally, the Business Committee

retained the authority to dissolve OSGC. Hoeft Aff., ¶ 22 and Exh. 3 (Charter Art. XV(B}}.

Consistent «pith the fourth Breakthrough factor, it is plain that the Tribe intended its

sovereign immunity to extend to OSGC. Breakthrough, 629 F.3d at 1187. The Tribe conferred

on OSGC "ail rights, privileges and immunities existing under federal and Oneida trrbal laws."

Hoeft Aff., ¶ 1 I and Exh. 3 (Charter, Art. I) (emphasis added). T'he General Tribal Council

expressly reserved to the "Oneida Nation all its inherent sovereign rights as an Indian nationwith

regard to activities of OSGC. Hoeft Aff., ¶ 12 and Exh. 3 (Charter; Art. IV). OSGC was

7
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expressly precluded frota~ waiving any "rights, privileges or immunities of the Oneida Nation."

Hoeft Aff., ¶ 13 and Exh. 3 (Charter, Art. XVII(F)). OSGC is authorized to waive its immunity,

but not the Tribe's inmiunity, for purposes of entering into contracts. fIoeft Aff., ¶ 14 and Exh. 3

{Charter, Art. XVTI(E)). However, OSGC must strictly follow the Tribe's Sovereign Immunity

Ordinance § 14 for a waiver of sovereign immunity to be valid. Hoeft Aff., ~ 23 and Exh. 5. See

Argument, Part II.

The financial relationship between the Tribe and OSGC also supparis the conclusion that

it is immune from suit. Breakthroug~i, 629 F_3d at 1 I87. All profits of OSGC.must be used to

carry out the purposes and powers of OSGC (i. e., to diversify the economic portfolio of the

Tribe) and all profits not so utilized "will revert to and be designated for use by" the Tribe.

Hoeft Aff:, ~; 16 and Exh. 3 (Charter Art. X). OSGC manages thirteen commercial properties

located in Brown and Ontagamie Counties, Wisconsin. Hoeft Aff., ¶ 21. The Tribe is the owner

of eleven of those properties: six properties are held in crust by the federal governument for the

benefit of the Tribe, and five are properties held in fee title by the Tribe. Id. The profits of

OSGC have reverted tv the Tribe on at least two occasions, and the Tribe receives $400,OQ0-

$500,000 annually in lease payments from OSGC and its subsidiaries. Hoeft Aff., ¶ lb. The

Tribe uses the lease payments received from OSGC and its subsidiaries to fund its Division of

Land Management ("DLM"), which manages the Tribe's residential, commercial and

agricultural Ieases, easements and Iand use in general. The DLM also uses the lease payments to

pay for property maintenance and to make home loans to tribal members. Hoeft Aff., ¶¶ 9 and

15.

OSGC "plainly pramote[sJ and funds] the Tribe's self-determination through revenue

generation and the funding of diversified economic development." Breakthrough. 629 F.3d at

S
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1195. Therefore, "extE....mg immunity to [OSGC] ̀directly prote~cs the sovereign Tribe's

treasury, which is one of the historic purposes of sovereign irnrnunity in general...." Id As a

subordinate ecoizomic enterprise of the Tribe, OSGC enjoys sovereign immunity, and ACF's

Camplaiiat must be dismissed.

III. THE 'TRIBE AND OSGC DID NOT WAIVE THEIR SOVEREIGN IMMUNITY.

A waiver of sovereign immunity cannot be implied but must be unequivocally expressed.

Santa Clara Pueblo, 436 U.S. at 58. Tn the absence of a clear waiver, suits against tribes {and

tribal entities) are barred by sovereign immunity. Altheimer, 983 F.2d at 812; Kiov~~a Tribe, 523

U.S. at 753. An Indian tribe or tribal entity znay waive its sovereign immunity by contract but

only if it does so with "requisite clarity." C & L Enters., 532 U.S. at 418.

In Native American Distributing, 546 F.3d at 1289, plaintiffs sued the Seneca Cayuga

Tobacco Company ("SCTC"), which was an enterprise of tl~e tribe, and three of SCTC's

officers. The tribe was governed by a business committee and the business committee

created the SCTC as a tribal enterprise to manufacture, distribute and sell tobacco products.

Id. at 1290-91. SCTC entered into a contract to distribute SCTC's product and, when asked

about sovereign immunity, "SCTC officials told [plaintiffs] that no v~~aiver was necessary...."

Id. at 1241. Plaintiffs sued for breach of the agreement, and SCTC raised so~Jereign

immunity as a defense to the suit. Id. at 1292-93. The court rejected the plaintiffs' argument

that the tube should be estopped from asserting sovereign immunity because of the oral

representations made by SCTC's officers:

We agree with the district court that the misrepresentations of
the Tribe's officials or employees cannot affect its immunity from suit.
We have previously recognized that "officers of the United States
possess no power through their actions to waive an immunity of the
United States or to confer jurisdiction on a court" in the absence of an
express waiver of immunity. We see no reason to treat tribal immunity
any differently than federal sovereign immunity in this context.

L7
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Id. at 1295. (Internal ~_ ~ omitted.)

Tn I~orld Touch Gaming, 117 F. Supp. 2d at 271, the seller and lessor of gaming

equipment sped a tribe, its casino, and its casino management company for breach of contract.

The gaming equipment company and the casino entered into agreements for the lease and

purchase of pull tab machines for use in the tribe's gaming enterprise. The Vice President of the

casino's management company—a state incorporated LLC that had an agreement with the tribe

#o act as the managing agent of the casino—signed the relevant agreements. In deciding that

neither the tribe nor the casino had waived sovereign immunity, the court relied on the

"unequivocal language" of the tribe's Constitution and Civil Judicial Code whereby "only the

Tribal Council can waive the Tribe's sovereign immunity, and such waiver must be express." Id.

at 275. The court also held that giving the management company authority to operate the casino

was not the equivalent to authorizing the management company to waive the tribe's sovereign

immunity. Id.

The court found that "as a sophisticated distributor of gaming equipment that frequently

deals with Indian gaming enterprises, [plaintifff should have been careful to assure that either the

Management Company had the express authority of the Tribe to waive sovereign immunity, or

that the Tribe itself expressly ~~vaived sovereign immunity with respect to the Sales and Lease

Agreements." Id. at 275. The court also held that, "regardless of any apparent or implicit, or

even express, authority of the Management Company to bind the Casino a~ld the Tribe to

contract terms and other commercial undertakings, such authority is insufficient to waive the

Tribe's sovereign immunity." ~d. at 276 (internal citations omitted).4

4 See also S'anderlin v. Seminole Trrbe of Fla., 243 Fad 1282, 1288 {11th Cir. 2001) (rejecting
argument that tribal Chief had actual or apparent authority ~o waive immunity because "[s]uch afinding would be directly contrary to the explicit provisions of the Tribal Constitution").

10
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In Danka Fundz,+s, 747 A.2d at 838-39, the controller or d casino owned by a Tribe

signed equipment lease contracts containing forum selection clauses. The laws of the Tribe,

however, described its immunity and prohibited waiver by anyone other than the Tribal Council.

Id. at $41. The New Jersey court held that casino controller's execution of the contract did not

waive the Tribe's sovereign im.nnunity because the controller had no legal authority to waive

immunity under the Tribe's laws. Id. at 842-44. In reaching this conclusion, the court held the

plaintiff should have availed itself of the tribal procedure for obtaining a valid wai~~er:

Danka Business Services knew it was dealing with an Indian tribe and is
charged with knowledge that the tribe possessed sovereign immunity. I'he
tribe, through its laws, describes how one may obtain a legally enforceable
waiver of that immunity. Neither Danka Business Services nor Danka
Funding took advantage of those provisions.

***

By failing to avail themselves of the procedures for obtaining a waiver of
immunity under tribal law, Danka Business Systems and Danka Funding
failed to satisfy the conditions necessary far an unequivocal ~~vaiver
identified iii Santa Clara Pueblo v. ~'l~lartinea, 436 U.S. at 58, 98 5.Ct.
1670.

lu'. at 842-43.

There can be no dispute that Congress did not waive the Tribe's or OSGC's immunity

~~vith respect to ACF's claims, all of which are state law contract and tort claims. Santa Clara

Pueblo, 436 U.S. at 58. Therefore, the only way far ACF to prove that the Tribe or OSGC

waived sovereign immunity is to demonstrate that there has been an express, clear and

unequivocal waiver in conformit~~ with 'Tribal law. Id.

The Sovereign Immunity Ordinance § 14.6 prescribes who has authority to waive the

Tribe's and OSGC's sovereign immunity and the process for obtaining a valid waiver:

11
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14.6-2. YYai~~~• by Resolution. The sovereign immunity of the Tribe or a
Tribal Entity inay be waived:

(a) by resolution of the General Tribal Council;

(b) by resoluti.an ar motion of the Oneida Business Committee; or

(e) by resol~rtion of a Tribal Entity exercising authority expressly
delegated to the Tribal Entity in its charter or by resolution of the General
Tribal Council or the Oneida Business Committee, provided that such
waiver shall be made in strict conformity with the provisions of the charter
or the resolution governing the delegation, and shall be limited to the
assets and property of the Tribal Entity.

~-ioeft Aff., ~xh. 5. The Sovereign Immunity Ordinance, as well as the Tribe's Constitution and

Bylaws and OSGC's Charter, axe publicly available online. Hoeft Aff., ~ 24. Neither the Tribe

nor OSGC passed a resolution authorizing a waiver of sovereign immunity in connection with

the Lease or O&M Agreement, nor did the Business Committee pass such a motion. Hoeft Af£,

¶ 28; Keluche Aff., ¶~ 8-4.

ACF knew it was dealing with an entity, GBRE, whose indirect owners are the Tribe and

OSGC, a tribal corporation. Complaint, Exh. A {Lease, Schedule 1, p. I-3 providing that Lease

Commencement Date would be the date GBRE received loan proceeds with a guarantee by the

United States Department of Interior, Bureau of Indian Affairs). "By failing to avail themsel~~es

of the procedures for obtaining a waiver of immunity under tribal haw, ... [ACF] ... failed to

satisfy the conditions necessary for an unequivocal waiver identified in Santa Clara Puebly v.

Martinez, 436 U.S. at 58, 9$ S.Ct. 1670." Danko Funding, 747 A.2d at 843.

Furthermore, neither the Tribe nor OSGC are parties to the Lease or O&M Agreement

and neither agreement contains any reference to the waiver of sovereign immunity by the non-

parties. Complaint, Exh. A at p. 14 and Exh. B at 15. Had ACF wanted to hold the Tribe and

OSGC accountable for GBRE's contractual obligations, its path was clear—require the Tribe and

OSGC to be parties to the Lease and O&M Agreement and include waiver of sovereign

12
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immunity provisions in t.~a agreements. Both agreements have merger and integration clauses

and, therefore, constitute the entire agreements between GBRE and ACF. Complaint, ~;xh. A at

'~) 14(i), p, 13 and Exh. B at ¶ 21, p. 14. It is contrary to well-established principles of contract

taw for ACF to assert that the Tribe and OSGC are bound by contracts to which they are not

parties. Bazrd &Warner, Inc. v. Addison Indus. Park, Inc., 70 Ill. App. 3d 59, 70 (1st Dist.

1979) (defendant "was not a party to the contract; indeed ... it did not even sign it. Therefore, ...

it was not bound by the colitract and could not have been guilty of a breach of coYitract.... [T]he

mere fact a stockholder owns 100 percent of the stock is not enough to entitle a court to pierce

the corporate veil and hold the stockholder liable on a contract made by the corporation.").

Tacitly acknowledging this fatal flaw, ACF asserts that the GBRE acted as an agent for

the "l"ribe and OSGC, implying that GBRE could and did waive the Tribe's and OSGC's

sovereign immunity by entering into the Lease and O&M Agreement. Complaint, ~( 49.

However, a waiver of sovereign immunity canno# be implied; it must be unequivocally

expressed. Santa Clara Puebla, 436 U.S. at 58. Therefore, the contractual language waiving

immunity must contain the "requisite clarity." C & L Enters., 532 U.S. at 418. In Althezrner,

983 F.2d at 805-07, the Seventh Circuit found that a tribal entity had waived its and the tribe's

sovereign immunity when the vice-president and general manager of the tribal entity signed a

contract containing provisions providing that the tribal entity and the tribe would "waive all

so~~ereign immunity in regaxds to all contractual disputes," "all agreements contemplated

hereunder will be executed and interpretedzn accordance with the laws of the State of Illinois,"

and all parties "agree to submit to the venue and jurisdiction of the federal and state courts

Located in the State of Illinois." Id. at 807. The choice of law and venue provisions in the Lease

and O&M Agreement make no reference to the Tribe or OSGC, sovereign immunit}~ or waiver,
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and neither the Tribe no; JSUC signed them. Complaint Exh. A ac ~j 14(h), p. 13 and Exh. B at

¶ 1 S, p. 13.

Additionally, USGC eras granted the authority to "waive only the sovereign immunity

[OSGC] possesses for the purposes of dispute resolution or contract enforcement in contracts,

agreements ar other similar documents for the furtherance of the Corporation's business and/or

purpose." Hoeft Aff., Exh. 3 (Charter, Art. VI(E)). The General Tribal Council expressly

reserved to the "Oneida Nation all its inherent sovereign rights as an Indian nation with regard to

the activities of [OSGC]." Hoeft Aff., Exh. 3 (Charter, Art. V). GBItE, not the Tribe or OSGC,

signed the Lease and O&M Agreement, like the nnanagement company in Danker Funding, 747

1~.2d ai 841-44. Waiver of immunity by the Tribe and OSGC is prescribed by Tribal law, like

the tribe and Authority in Danker Funding. Id. GBRE has na authority under Tribal law to

waive irrununity of the Tribe or OSGC, like the management company in Danker Funding. Id.

ACF knew that the 'Tribe and OSGC are indirect owners of GBRE, and it failed to demand that

the Tribe and OSGC sign the Agreement, nor did it obtain sovereign unmunity tx=givers from

them.

Even if GBRE's ernpioyees made misrepresentations to ACF and those employees

were deemed by this Court to be "agents" of the Tribe ar OSGC, "misrepresentations of the

Tribe's officials oz emi~loyees cannot affect its immunity from suit." .dative ~4m. Distrib.,

546 F.3d at 1295. "(R]egardless of any apparent or implicit, or even express, authority of ...

[GBRE] .. , to bind ... [OSGC~ ... and the Tribe to contract terms and other connmercial

undertakings, such authority is ins~cient to waive the Tribe's sovereign immunity." WorCd

1 ouch Gaming, 1 17 F. Supp. 2d at 276. The facts simply do not support a finding that the Tribe

or OSGC waived their sovereign immunity.
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COIF CLUSION

For the reasons set forth herein, and as supported by the Affidavits of Patricia Ninham

Hoeft and Gene Keluche, the exhibits attached thereto and all matters of record, ACF's

Complaint against the Tribe and OSGC must be dismissed. As a matter of law, the Tribe and

OSGC have sovereign immunity, depriving this Court of subject matter jurisdiction.

Dated this 5th day of May, 2014.
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IN THE. CUIT COURT OF COOK COU?'~ .~ ILLINOIS
COUNTY DEPARTMENT, LAW DIVISION

ACF LEASING, LLC, ACF SERVICES, LLC,
GENERATION CLEAN FUELS, LLC,

Plaintiffs,

-v- No. 14 L 2768 (~

GREEN BAY RENEWABLE ENERGY, LLC,
QNEIDA SEVEN GENERATIONS
CORPORATION and THE ONEiDA TRIBE
OF INDIANS O~ WISCONSII~I,

Defendants

~.''•/
r ,f

/~ ~~/

,y 'y'. ~r

r'' G f~J i~ /.'.

c~

PLAINTIFFS' RESPONSE IN OPPOSITION TO THE
MOTIOl~' TO .DISMISS FOR LACK OF SUBJECTi MATTER JURISDICTION

NOW COME Plaintiffs ACF LEASING, LLC, ACF SERVICES, LLC and

GENERATION CLEAN FUELS, IIvC. (collectively, "ACF"j; by and through their attorneys,

Sanchez Daniels &Hoffman LLP, and for their Response in opposition to the Defendants,

ONEIDA SEVEN GENERATIONS CORPORATION ("OSGC") and THE ONEIDA TRIBE

OF INDIANS OF VWISCONSIN'S ("the Tribe"} Motion to Dismiss for Lack of Subject Matter

Jurisdiction pursuant to 735 ILCS 5/2-619ta)(1), states as follows:

FACTUAL BACKGROUND

The relationship between ~CF and the TribeiOSGC began in August of 2012. (See

A~:~davit of Ivlicha~l Galich attached as Ex. 2, f?.) On or about August 7, 2012, Ke~~in

Cornelius (CEO of OSGC, G13R~: President and 'Tribe member) and Bruce King (CFO of OSGC,

GBRE Treasurer and "Tribe member} gave a presentation regarding energy pxojects related to the

Tribe at a I?epai~ment of Energy conference in Wisconsin. (Ex. 2, T?.) After the conference,

Michae? Galich (.ACF' operations executive) met ~°itii WIliam Cornelius, (OSGC Board
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(~ ~'
President), Kevin Corr%:r (OSGC CEO) and Bruce King (OS'~~._ ~~CFO), who held themsel~Tes

out as representatives of the Tribe, to discuss energy projects for the Tribe. (Ex. 2, ¶2.) Shortly

thereafter, Michael Galich rriet w7th Kevin Cornelius and Bruce King in Illinois to discuss

pursuing a specific plastics to energy project (the "Project"} with the Oneida Tribe. Er x. 2, ~j2;

see also the Tribe's and OSGC's Responses to Plaintiffs' First Request to Admit attached hereto

as Exs. 3 and 4, respectively, ~7.)

After this first meeting in Illinois, Eric Decator (ACF counsel) drafted a Joint Venture

Agreement betwee~i OSGC and an ACF entity for the development and operation of the Project

with the Tribe. (See a copy of the Affidavit of Eric Decator attached hereto as Ex. 5,'(!2; see also

the Joint Venture Agreement attached thereto as Ex. 5-A; Ex. 2, ¶4.) In or about October, 2012,

Eric Decator (ACF) and Michael Galich (ACF~ participated in numerous weekly telephone calls

in Iliii~ois utilizing ACF's conference call number 14'ith Kevin Cornelius (OSGC CEQ) and

Bruce King (OSGC CFO) to discuss the Project. (Ex. 2, T4; Ex. 5, ~j3.) On ar about October

22, 2012, Kevin Cornelius and Bruce King, who again intrflduced themselves as representatives

of OSGC/the Tribe, met again in Illinois w7th ACF members regarding the Project. E( x• 2, ¶6;

Ex. S, ¶4.) At this second meeting in Illinois, Kevin Cornelius and Bruce King advised ACF that

the "Tribe needed to revise the structure of the initial agreement for political reasons and ~~ould

utilize an entity known as GBRE to Iease the equipment for the Project. (Ex. 2. ~)6.; E?~. S, ¶6.)

ACF agreed zo contract ~~ith GBRE for the Pro~e~t given that I~evin Cornelius 2nd Bruce King

led AC~~ to belie~-e that t~SGC/the Tribe were utilizing GBRE far tax purposes. {Ex. 5 S6.}

Un or about October 26, 2412; Equity Asset Finance, LLC ("EAF") and GBRE entered

into a Commitment Letter for EAF to provide #financing for the Project. (Ex. S, ~S.) Pursuant to

the Commitment Letter, Bruce King arranged for $50,000 to be wired from OSGC's bank

2
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account to the bank ac~u~t of EAR' on November 6, 2012. (ELF ~j5.) After OSt'rC wired the

initial funds, ACF members, Matt Eden (OSGC's financial advisor), and Joseph Kavan (OSGC's

cotulsel) participated in numerous weekly telephone conferences utilizing ACF's conference call

nunnber to negotiate the agreements and to discuss the Project. (Ex. 2, ¶7; Ex. 5,'~6.)

On or abaui January 31, 2013; Louis Stem (ACF), Michael Galich (ACF}, Kevin

Cornelius (4SGC} and Bruce King (OSGC) attended a meeting with the Tribe's Business

Committee to give a presentation and to answer questions regarding the Project F.x. 2, ~(8; see

Deposition of Patricia Hoeft attac~-~ed as Ex. 6, p. 43 L. 1-8.) Between January and April of

2013, ACS continued to participate in weekly calls in IIlinois with Kevin Cornelius and Bruce

king regarding the details and financing of the Project and obtaining a Bureau of Indian Affairs

loan guarantee for the Project, a guarantee only given to a tribe as a borrower. {Ex. 2, ¶¶9, 11;

E~. 5, ~i7, 9; see also Deposition of Gene Keluche attached as Ex. 7, p. 47 L. 9-20.) On March

I1, 2013, Kevin Cornelius and Bruce King came to Illinois for a third meeting with ACF to

review the approval letter issued by the Wisconsin Bank &Trust related to financing the Project.

(Ex. 2,X10; Ex. 5, ~j8.)

In April, 2013, Kevin Cornelius advised Eric Uecator that 3 of the OSCrC $oard members

~pp~•oved the load commitment Ietter and that he needed one snore Foard Zn~inber's a.~proval

before h.e could sign it. E( x. S, ~j10.) Kevin Cornelius repeatedly stated during the negotiations

for the Project that ne did not coo anything ̀ ~~ithouE agpr~val of the ~SGC Beard. (E~. 5, ~i10.}

In. fact; the elected Secretar}~ of the Tribe testif ed that "USGC would hay-e to approve anything

that its entities did" and'nad control vver the approval process of any contract of GBRL. F x. b,

p. ~6 L. 1-5, 6-11, 20-23.) Un or about llgay 3, 2013, Kevin Cornelius infor~n~d 1~CF that 4 out

-,
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of 5 OSGC Board menr~. s approved the Commitment Letter. Vii,_~2, ¶13; Ex. S, T10; see also

May 3, 2013 email attached as Ex. 5-C.)

4n or about May 6, 2013, Michael Galich held a conference call with Kevin Cornelius

and Bruce King to discuss financing, the agreements and the Project. (Ex. 2; ¶14.) Around the

same time, OSGC's attorney, Joseph Kavan advised Eric Decator that he needed in-house Iegal

and Board approval before the Master Lease Agreement and the Operations and Maintenance

Agreement (collectively, "Agreements") could be signed. (Ex. 5, ¶11.) Louis Stern and Kevin

Cornelius signed the Agreements in May and June, 2013. E( x• 2, ~j]4; E~. 5, ~j12.)

From the beginning, the proposed agreements with the Tribe and OSGC contained choice

of law and jurisdictional clauses waiving sovereign immunity. (See a copy of the Joint Venture

Agreement attached as Ex. 2-A, ¶¶7.15 and 7.17.) The Master Lease Agreement provides, "This

Agreement shall be deemed to be made in Illinois and sha11 be governed and constz-ued in

accorda~ice with Illinois law. Lessee and Lessor agree that all Legal actions shall take place in the

federal or state courts situated in hook County, Illinois." (See the Master Lease Agreement

attached as Fx. Z-A, p. 13, X14{h).) Simzlarty, the Operations and Maintenance Agreement

provides, "This Agreement shall be construed and governed by the laws of the State of

Wisconsin,. Airy disputes pertaznina to this Agreement shall be determined exclusively in a court

of competent jurisdiction in the County of Cook, State of Tllinais." (See the operation aild

Maintenance Eigreemer~t attached as ~'x. 1-S, p. 13, X15.}

Throughout the negotiations of the agreements, OSGC and the Tribe representati~~es

repeatedly represented to ACF that they «ere acting on behalf of OSGC/the Tribe and refe~~red to

the Tribe, nSGC end UBRE as though they were one and the same. (Ex. 2, !~20; E;c,_5, ¶17. j

Kevin Cornelius and Bruce King repeatedly con~esponded with ACF regarding the Proiect,

4
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utilizing OSGC emailt~ esses and OSGC letterhead and utili~SGC's office. E( x. 2. ¶21;

Ex. 5, ¶17; Ex. 4, x(11.) Kevin Cornelius and Bruce King represented to ACF that GBRE was

only a vehicle for tax purposes, that the Agreements were with the Tribe/OSGC and that Kevin

Cornelius had authority io enter into the Agreements and waive sovereign immwwr~~ity on behalf of

the Tribe, OSGC and GBR.E. Ex. 2, ¶22; Ex. S. ~(I7, 18.)

In reliance on the representations of Kevin Cornelius, Bruce King, and William Cornelius

that they had the permission of the Tribe and OSGC to enter into the Agreements, ACF

continuously performed a variety of tasks to meet its obligations under the Agreements once they

were executed. (Ex. 2, ¶23; Ex. 5, ¶19.) In fact, Kevin Cornelius and Bruce King sent

rnunerous documents related to the Project to Eric Decator in Illinois, but none of these

documents referred to GBRE, which was consistent with ACF's understanding that the actual

parties to the Project ~vere OSGC/the Tribe. (Ex. 5,X13.)

In August, 1..,013, Anic;e King advised Eric Decator thnt OSGC's Bard ti~~antecl to revievt~

tl~.e Fraiect again to determine whether to proceed and sent Eric Decatur his slide presentation for

the OSGC Board, which included a warning that OSGC "may have additional liability to [ACF]

partners in project" if it did not proceed. Ex. 5, x;15.) On or about August 15, 2013, ACF sent a

letter to OSGC's Board ~t tie request of Bruce Ki~~g regar~ir!g the Project. Ex. 2, '~17; Ex. 5,

x(16; see clso the Au~zst lT, 2013 Lettex attached as Ex. ~-E.) Qn August 30, 2013, Bruce King

(~.~FO of O~GCiTreas~~r~r ~f CrI3RE}, iC~.thy Delgado (GSGC Board member), Willzam

Cornelius (~5GC Board I're~ident), }3randon Stevens (Tribe Business Committee mexnbez•) and

N1icllael Galich went to ~~CF's plant in Bakersf eld, California to e~:arnine the type of machines

that would be utilized in the Project. (Ex._ Z, ¶19.j Lased on aiI of the foregoing meetings,

telEpllon.e conferences and visits to ACF's plant by the Tribe and USGC, ACF believed it was

5
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negotiating the Project the 'Tribe and OSGC. (Ex. 2, ¶21;,~,,,~5, ¶19.) ACF relied on the

representations of OSGC/the Tribe that they were acting on behalf of the TribelOSGC. (Ex. 2,

T20-23; Ex. 5, ¶17-19.) In December of 2013, the General Tribal Council of the Tribe voted to

dissolve OSGC. (Exs. 3 and 4, x(27.)

ARGUMENT

Under section 2-619, the defendant admits to all well-pled facts in the complaint, as well

as any reasonable inferences that may be drawn from those facts. Wright v. Pucinski, 352 III.

App. 3d 769, 772, 816 N,E.2d 808, 813 (1st Dist. 2004). In addiiion, the court must construe a.11

the pleadings and supporting matter in the light most favorable to the party opposing the motion

for involuntary dismissal. t~right at 773.The motion should be denied if a genuine issue of

fnaterial fact exists. I~ugema~~n v. Illinois workers' Corrrp. Comm'n, 399 Ill. App. 3d 197, 207,

941 N.E.2d 878, 886 (~rd Dist. 2Q10). Disputed questions of fact should be reserved for trial

proceedings. Hage~a~ann at 207.

While Plaintiffs maintain that this court has subject matter jurisdiction over the

TribeIOSGC by virtue of the Agreements and the nature of the suits against these Defendants,

there are a multitude of genuine issues of material fact as to whether immunity applies to the

Tribe/OSGC .in this suit and as to ~.~l:ethez• ttte Tribe/OSGC has v,~aived its sovereign immunity.

A5 such, Defendants' Motion io Dismiss for lack of subject matter jurisdiction should be deiced.

I. defendants' I~'lOtTOIi t(i u~sriss St-~cu~~ 3~ ~er~ieu iiS 1~i2 ISSfic ~~ .;~risc~icti~r~ Is
Inextrical~[~ lntert~~~ined VVitti ri'he Merits.

Here, OSGC and the Tribe argue that this Coui~ lacks subject matter jurisdictio;.l based on

tkicir sovereign imrnunin~. Ho~~~eti~er, an Indian tribe is subject to suit where Congress has

autLorized the suit or the tribe has waived. its ?m,xi.t~f~.i.ty. Kiotiva Tribe of Oklahoma v. 1VIfg.

Technologies, Inc., 523 U.S. 751, 754 (1998). Moreover, where jurisdictional issues are

6
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.. ~
inextricably intertwine the merits of the case, it is proper fe,_._,~e court to deny a motion to

dismiss for want of subject matter jurisdiction on the basis that there are genuine issues of

material fact. See Pratt Cent. PaYk Ltd. P'ship v. Danes & Mvore, Inc., 60 F.3d. 350, 361, n. 8

(7~' Cir. 1995); S'tiffel, Nicolaus c~ Co., Inc, v. Lac due Flambeau Band of ~ Lake Superior

Chippewa Indians et al., 980 F. Supp. 2d 1078 (W.D. Wisc. 2013) (holding that there existed a

genuine issue of material fact when the determination of subject matter jurisdiction required a

resolution of the merits as to whether the transaction documents were valid and enforceable).

As in Stiffel, this Court cannot decide the question of subjec# matter jurisdiction v~rithout

going directly to the merits of this case, namely whether the Agreements, and consequently the

forum and choice of law pravisi~ns, are enforceable against OSGC and the TriUe on theories of

alter-ego and agency. As such, the jurisdictional issues are intertwined and clearly united with

the main elements of the Plaintiffs' claims. Therefore, this Court should decline to resolve the

merits of this case under. the guise of juxisdictian. Defendants' Motion should be denied on the

basis that there is a genuine issue of material fait.

II. OSGC And The Tribe have Clearly Waived Sovereign Immunity Under The
Master Lease And Operations And Maintenance Agreements.

"I'he Tribe and OSGC have waived sovereign immunity given that: {1) the Agreements

cozltaiz~ jurisdictional and choice of lass clauses; (2j the "I'rib~ and OSGC a.re indistinguishable

entities; (3) GB:EtE is z~~thi.ng more than ilie alter ego of the TribeiOSGC such ih.at t~°ai~-er of

immunity should be imputed tc~ the TriLeIOSGC;, regardless of any requisite tribal resolution; and

(4) Kevi~l Cornelius had apparent authority to entzr iilta the Agreements on behalf of

GBRE./OSGC/Tribe grid waive sovereign immunity.

7 .
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A. The ju i~ tional and choice-of-law provisions,, ~e Agreements explicitly
and clearly constitute a v~~aiver of sovereign immunity.

To relinquish its immunity°, a tribe's wai~rer must be clear. C&L Enterprises, Inc, v.

Citizen Band Potawatonzz Indialz Tribe of Oklahoma, 532 U.S. 411, 418 (?OOI) (holding that the

tribe v4ai~~ed its sovereign immunity with the requisite clarity when it consented to arbitration

and choice of law clauses conferring jurisdiction in the Oklahoma state court). further, "jt)o

agree to be sued is to ~~~aive any ixnmunit~T one might have from being sued.'' Sokaogon Ga~riing

Enterprise Corp. v. Tushie-Montgomery Associates, Inc., 86 f. 3d 656, 659 (7 j̀' Cir. 1996).

In Altheimer &Gray v. Sioux Mfg. Corp., 983 F. 2d $03 (7`~ Cir. 1993), the Sioux tribe

and its whoFly o~~ned corporation negotiated Stith the plaintYff for busi~less related to medical

products. Id. at 806. The court held that not only did the tribal corporation's charter expressly

v~~aive sovereign immunity, the letter of intent agreement signed by the tribal corporation's vice-

president clearly ~vaived so~~ereign imr~unit}~ when it pro~~ided that the tribe will waive all

sovereign immunity in regards to all contractual disputes; that all agreements will be interpreted

in accordance ~z~ith Illinois la;~v and that the parties agree to submit to size jurisdiction Illinois

courts. la'. at 813-814.

In Sokaogo72 Gaming 1;iiteiprise Carp., the plaintiff entered into a contract with a tribe

and its casino subsidiary fo: ~~cllitectural services. After the plaintiff performed substantial

services; the tribe leadership repudiated the coaitract. The court found That the tribe agreed to

submit disputes arising under cc~riC~•act to arbitratioi7, to be bound by the arbitra~ion a~~ard, ar~d to

have tl:e arbitration awa~~c~ en#'orced iiz a court of law. Id. at b57. The court held that the tribe

clearly waived sovereiDn immunity in tl~e arbitration clause of its agreement. Icy at 6b0-661.

As the c3auses in the contracts at issue in C&I. F,ratc--~~~rises, Inc., Altlzeinier &Gray, and

S{~~,~togora Garnrng Enterprise Corp. clearly waived sovereign immunity, the Agreemexits in this
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case clearly waived ~s~ereign immunity when the parti~greed to be bound by

Illinois/~TJiscorisin law and to sue or be sued i.n connection with any disputes related to the

Agreements in the federal or state courts in Cook County, Illinois. (Ex. 1-A, ~14(h); Ex. 1-B,

X15.) Here, the Defendants' agreement to be sued in Illinois in this case is to waive any

immunity the Defendants might have from being sued. Sokaogon Gaming Enterprise C"oYp, at

659, As such, the forum clause and choice of Iaw clause clearly waived sovereign immur~ily.

B. OSGC and the Tribe are indistinguishable.

The evidence in the case establishes a unity between the Tribe and the OSGC such that

any distinction between OSGC and the Tribe should be disregarded. In Alzheimer & Gf~ay, the
court ignored the tribal corporation's corporate status and found that the contract was between

the tribe and the plaintiff, even though the agreement was signed by the tribal corporation's vice

president. The facts Ieac~ing to thz court's disregard of the tribal corporation as a separate entity

from the tribe included the tribe and tribal corporation being referred to interchangeably; the

plaintiff regarding the signah~re of ih.e tribal corporation as binding an the tribe itself regarding

waiver of immunity; and a unity bets-een the tribal corporation and the tribe. Id. at 658-660.

Similarly here, OSGC and the ̀ t'ribe were refereed to interchan~eanly. (fix. 2, ¶20; Ex. 5,

¶i7.) In addition; just as the plaintiff in ~1ltheimer ~ Gray regarded the tribal eozporation's

execution of tl~e letter of intent binding on the tribe, ~CF regarded the execution of the

A~reellieizts as binding on the Tribe itself regardizlg Ei1e cl~t~ice of lativ and jurisdictic~na1 clauses.
(Ex. _5, 4~f 17-19.) Further, fJSGC has unegt~il~ocally demonstrated the unity bet~~reen itself and
the Tribe tivlien it has declared, "C~SGC is controlled by the Oneida Business C~rnin.ii~.ee, an

behalf of tl~e Tribe, its sole share~~oidcr." (S~e Kroner i~. Oneida Seven Gener•utians C'ar~., Case
No. 02-i~-2011, Response brief of GSGC attached as Ex_~ at p. 2.) In addition, 05GC has
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declared, "...since the ~~'rd of directors [of O5GC] is answera~~ the Tribe, the decisions ...

ultunately rest w7th the Tribe." (E~. 8, p. 2) OSGC has further admitted, "[t]he Tribe's

involvement in OSGC, both from a control and operational standpoint, is so pervasive, ..." {Ex.

8, p. $.) These declarations regarding the control and unity between OSGC and the Tribe are

further baJstered by the testimony in this case.

Namely, Patricia Haeft, elected Secretary of the Tribe's Business Committee, testified

that OSGC eras essentially created to male money fer the Tribe and was expected to share its

profits with the Tribe. Ex. 6, p. 56 L. 13-17, p. 67 L.22-24, p. 68 L. 1.} The' Tribe provides

funds to OSGC to be used for projects and has loaned money to 45GC due to OSGC's cash flow

problem, and OSGC has not paid back those funds to the Tribe. (Ex. 3 and. 4, ¶5; Ex. 6, p. 85 L.

15-23, p. 86 L. 9-14; Ex. 7, p. 43 L. 9-16.) Further, the Tribe has the power to dissolve OSGC.

(Ex. 7, p. 23 L. I 1-19.) All of these facts demonstrate a clear unity bet~~~een OSGC and the

Tribe. flccordingly, any claimed dis#inction between OSGC and the Tribe should be disregarded

as a fiction.

C. GBRE is the alter ego of OSGC/the Tribe.

As GBRE is a Delaware limited liability company, Illi~iois courts would apply Delaware

?aw in determining whether the entity's separate existence should be disregzrded. Old Orc~liard

U~~ban Limited Par•traership v. Harry Rosen, Inc., 389 Ill. App. 3d 58, 69 (1St 2009).

~urth~~~nore, the doctrine of piercing the corporate ve:! applies to ~e1al.lare limited liability

companies. Westrr,•eye~~ ~~. FIy~~Jz, 382 Ill. app. 3d 952, 4~8, 889 N.E.2ci 671, b77 (1St Dist. 2008);

see also T~ellrr~a~z v. Do1v Chernical Ca., I~~o. OS-280--SI.,:R, at 2, 2007 WL $42084 (D.DeI.

March 20, 2007) ("Under L)elaware la~~,~, a limited liability company f~ri~led under t11z I~ela~.~~are

Limited Liability Compan~~ flct is ta~eatzd for liabi!.ity pt~r~~oses .like a corporation"). Under
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Delaware law, a court b~pierce the corporate veil of an entity~~ ,ire there is fraud or where a

subsidiary is in fact a mere instrumentality or alter ego of its owner. Geyer v. Ingersoll

Publications Co., 621 A.2d 784, 793 (Del. Ch. 1992) (denying the defendant's motion to dismiss

when plaintiff sufficiently stated. an alter ego claim).

The facts in this case demonstrate that GBRE was the alter ego and mere instrumentality

of USGC/the Tribe. First, OSGC/the Tribe controlled the day-to-day operations of GBRE.

Testimony has established that while OSGC is ultimately the owner of GBRE; both the Tribe

and OSGC have the power to dissolve GBRE. (Ex. G; p. 52 L. 4-8, p. 37 L. 5-11; Ex. 7, p. 23 L.

21-24, p. 34 L. 17-20.) Moreover; "OSGC would have to approve anything that its entities did,"

and had control over the approval process of any contract of GBRE. E( x. 6, p. 46 L. 1-5, 20-

23.} The negotiations of the Agreements in this case establish OSGC's pervasive control over

GBRE in practice when Kevin Cornelius {OSGC CEO/GBF.E President) repeatedly represented

that he did not do anything ~~ithotit the approval of the OSGC Board. (Ex. 5, ~ 10; Ex. 5-C; Ex.

2; X13.) Second, GBI2E and OSGC;the Tribe operated as a single economic entity when OSGC,

not GBRE, wired $SU,000 fo Equity Asset Finance LLC per fine terns of GBKE's Commitment

Letter. L(~x. 5, ~i5.) In addition, OSGC/the Tribe guaranteed loans and extensions of credit to

GBRE for the Project. {Ex. 5, ~7; Ex. 7, p. 47 L. 9-20.)

Lastly, an inference emerges that GBRF is operating as OSGC's instrumentality where

TIl~ ozzlcers of GBRE and ~SGC arm who:ly identical and where theses officers only corx~sp~nced

~~~ith 11CF utilizing OSGC email addresses and letterhead and utilized OSGC's office. (Ex. 2,

521; Ex. 5; ! I7; Ex. 3, ~?I l .) Furthermore, the offic:,rs of GBRF!OSGC repeatedly represented,

and ACF al~w~ays understood, that GBRE ~~~as merel}~ a vehicle for tax purposes to facilitate the

Project. (F~. 5, ¶17.) ".I`he facts in this case unequivocally establish that GI31ZE is the alter ego
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and merely an instrum~. ity of OSGC/the Tribe. Geyer at 79~~ such, the forum and choice

of law clauses in the Agreements are enforceable against OSGC and the Tribe. Accordingly,

OSGC and the Tribe have waived sovereign immunity and are subject to suit in Illinois and

liability under the Agreements.

D. OSGC/the Tribe's waiver of sovereign immunity is effective regardless of anyresolution approving such waiver.

Defendants, USGC/the Tribe, claim that there could be no waiver of sovereign immw.lity

without a resolution under the Tribe's Sovereign Immunity Ordinance. Neither the U.S.

Supreme Court nor the Illinois courts have addressed this issue. The U.S. Supreme Court has not

required an}rthing other than clear unequivocal language for a valid waiver of sovereign

immunity. C&L Enterprises, Inc., 532 U.S. at 418; see also Bates associates, LLC v. 123

Associates, LLC, 290 Mich. App. 52 (2Q10}. The U.S. Supreme Court, howe~-er, observed that

reference to uniform federal Iaw governing irrununities by foreign sovereigns is appropriate in

deciding whether a particular act constitutes the wavier of tribal immunity. C&L Enterprises,

Inc., 532 U.S. at 421, footnote 3 (2001); see also Smith v. Hopland Band of Pomo Indians; 95

Cal. App. 4 h̀ 1, 10 (2002). Under federal la~~v, "[w]hen a person has 2uthority to sign an

agreement on behalf of a state, it is assumed that tl~e autho~~ity extends to a waiver of immunity

contained in the agreement. Id.

In Smith, the court disregarded tribal law requiring a resolution and hzld that the tribe

enured into tine contract, which r~~as signed by an authorized agent; and. clearly waived sovereign

iillmunity. Likewise in Bates, the court held that a tribe and its limited liabiIitS~ company waived

their sovereign immunity and tribal jurisdiction when the tribe's CFO lead authority to enter into

the sale and sertlemezlt agreements containing the waivers of immunity. Similarly to ~Sn~itlz and

.Bates, the lack of a tribal resolution does not invalidate the uJaiver of sovereign in~mtulity wl~en
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i ~ f!Keti~in Cornelius, CEO OSGC and. President of GBRE, ~,_ uthority to enter znto the

Agreements.

E. Cornelius had autho~•ity to sign the Agreements on behalf of OSGC/the Tribe
and bind OSGC/the Tribe to the waiver of immunity.

Again, the U.S. Supreme Court has observed that reference to uniform federal law

governing immunities by foreign sovzreigns is appropriate in deciding ~~hether a particular act

constitutes the wavier of tribal immunity. Cc4cL Enrerprrses, Inc., 532 U.S. at 421, footnote 3

(2001). `the 7th Circuit also recognized that agency principles are applicable for purposes of

sovereibn immunity. Richman v. Sheahan, 270 F.3d 430, 442 (7th Cir. 2001).

In Store>>isions, Inc. v, Gmaha Tribe oflJebrasita, 28I Neb. 238 (S. Ct. of Neb. 2Ui I j, the

Supreme Court of Nebraska applied agency principles to the waiver of tribal immunity and held

that the chairman and vice chairman of a tribal council had apparent authority to waive the

tribe's immunity. Similarly in Rush Creek Solutions, Inc. v. Ute Mountain Ilte ?'ribe., ; 4' P.3d

402 {Colo. Ct, of App. 2004}, the court applied agency law and held that the tribe's CFO had

appare ;t aut:;~rity :o enter i ~t~ the corfr3ct and the ti~~µiver cc~tained therein .

Implied authoril~r arises where the facts and circumstances show that the defendant

exerted sufficient control over 'the alleged agent sa as to negate that person's status as an

independent entity, at ].east with. respect to thzrd parties. Petrovich r. Shcxr-e Healtl~ Pla~r of

Illi~~ois, Inc., 188 Ill. 2d 17, 42, 719 N.E.?d 756, 770 (1999). to prove the existence of apparent

authority, tine proponent Fnust show: (1 j the principal consented Yo or knowingly acquiesced ia1

the agent's exercise of authority; (2) based on the actions of the principal and agent, the third.

person reasonably concluded that the party was au agent of the principal; and (3} the third person

justifiably relied on the agent's apparent authority to his dGtri.mznt. Letsos v. Century 21-Ne~v I~

~Cealty, 285 Ill. Abp. 3d 10 6, 1U6~, 675 N.E.2d 217, 224 (1S̀  Dist. 1996).

13 ~ ~ '~
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,~'~~,
Kevin Cornelius ~ an implied agent of OSGC/the Tribe, ,den OSGC/the Tribe exerted~,

sufficient control over GBRE/Cornelius so as to negate GBRE/Cornelius' status as independent.

Petrovich at 42. Namely, GBRE;Cornelius could not act without approval of OSGC's Board, and

OSGC/the Tribe guaranteed loans and extended funds and credit to GBRE far the Project. (Ex.

6, p. 52 L. 4-8; p. 37 L. 5-11, p. 46 L. 1-5, 20-23; Ex. 7, p. 23 I.. 21-24; p. 34 L. 17-20, p. 47 L.

9-20; Ex. 5, ~¶5, 7.) Nonetheless, Kevin Cornelius was an apparent agent of OSGC/the Tribe

based on OSGC/the 'Tribe's acquiescence in Kevin Cornelius' exercise of authority in

negotiating and executing the Agreements. (Ex. 5, T¶14, 1 Z; Ex. 5-C.) Furthermore, OSGC/thz

Tribe and Kevin Cornelius made representations in which ACF reasonably concluded that Kevin

Cornelius had authority to negotiate the Project, execute the .A.greements and waive sovereign

immunity on behalf of OSGC/the Tribe. (Galich, ¶20-23; Ex. 5, T¶13, 17, 19.) Clearly, the

facts establish that GBRE/Conrelius was an apparent agent of OSC'iChhe Tribe when negotiating

the Agreements far the Project tivith ACF. Hence, jurisdictzan aver OSGC/the Tribe zs proper

based on the activities of their subsidiary, GBR..E, and their implied and apparent agents,

GBR.~ICornelius.

TT. As 'T'o AC~''s Tort And Alternative Equitable Claims, OSGC And The Tribe AreNot Entitled 'Fo Sovereign Immunity.

to ~~Llichigan v. Bay Mills Indian Commufaity, 134 S. Ct. 2U24 (2U14); the State of

Michigan sought to enjoin a tribe from operating an off-reservation casino. Thy Court u~tinZatel;~

izeld that Niici:igan's suit Fvas barred b}' tribal sovereign in~nunity. First, the Court found that

Congress did not abrogate inimuiiit_~~ under the I~~dian Gaming Regulation Act for gaming

acti~-ity located off of reservation lands. Second, the Court found that the tribe ~~vas entitled io

soverei.~ii inlznunity for off-reservation commercial activity under. its previous decision in Kio~va

7Yibe of Urlal~otrla v. Nlanatfactrer~ing Technologies, Inc., 118 S. Ct. 17U0 (1998 j.
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The Court, ho~.-. r, stated, that "[w]e have never, for' ~nple, specifically addressed

(nor, so far as we are aware has Congress) whethez immunity should apply in the ordinary way if

a tart victim, or other plaintiff who lies not chosen to deal with a tribe, has no alternative way to

obtain relief far off-resen~ation commercial conduct. The argument that such cases would

pxesent a "special justification" for abandoning precedent is not before us. [citations omitted]."

Bay Mills, n. 8.

The tart claims in the present case, which are wholly unrelated to gaming and reservation

Iands, involve OSGC/the Tribe's conduct directed toward Illinois plaintiffs and contracts. The

Court has never addressed the application of sovereign immunity under these specif c

circumstances and has stated as such. Unlike Michigan, who had other remedies against the

tribe, ACF is left with no way to obtain relief for OSGC/the Tribe's tortious conduct. The

tartious conduct of the Tribe giving rise to ACfi's tortious interference claims ores the decision to

dissolve OSGC, which in turn resulted in the breach of the Agreements and substantial injury to

ACF. (Ex, 1, ¶¶40-43, 80-91.) Certainly, sovereign immunity should not, and the Court has

never hetd, that immunity would apply here. As such, OSGC and the Tribe's argument that they

have the benefzt of sovereign imnaui~ity to begin with is entirely without merit. 'Thus, this Court

has subject matter jurisdiction over all of ACF's claims abainst OSGC and the Tribe.

WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs respectfully request that this Caurt deny OSGC and the Oneida

Tribe's Motivri to i~isrniss for Lack of Subjeci Irlaizer .iurisdiciion with preJudice in its entirety,

az~c~ grant zll such other and furtlzEr relief as is just and necessary.

15
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IN ̀r._,~; CIRCUIT COURT OF COOK COUN r Y, ILLTIv'OIS
COUNTY DEPARTMENT, LAW DNISION

ACF LEASING, LLC, ACF SERVICES,
LLC, GENERATION CLEAN FUELS, LLC, ~ , ~ ,~

~n r . :r.,_...Plaintiffs, :~.;~, r-~ ;~-.

... ~.,
...,

Case No. I4 L 002768 =f' ~GREEN BAY RENEWABLE ENERGY, ~ a•
LLC, ONEIDA SEVEN GENERATIC.~NS ~,.~
CORPORATION and THE ONEIDA TRIBE ~`'
OF INDIANS OF WISCONSIN,

Defendants.

THE ONETDA TR[BE OF INDIANS OF WISCONSIN'S
AND ONEIDA SEVEN GENERATIONS CORPOR.ATION'S
REPLY BRIEF IN SUPPORT 4F MOTION TO DISMISS
FOR LACK OF SUBJECT MATTER JURISDICTION
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I. ACFI MAY l~._ ~' IISE PAROL E~'1DEI~rCE Td COIF iRADICT Ul\'AMBIGUOUS
COr~TRaC'T' PROVISIONS.

ACF submitted the Affidavits of Messrs. Galich and Decator in an attempt to repudiate

the unambiguous language of the Lease and O&M Agreement (the "Agreements").2 "In Illinois,

a written contract is presumed to include all material terms agreed upon by the parties, and any

prior negotiations or representations are merged into that agreement; extrinsic evidence, parol or

otheitivise, of antecedent understandings and negotiations is generally inadmissible to alter, vary,

<>r contradict the written insta-ument." K's Mercli. Mart, Inc. v. Northgate Ltd. P'ship, 359 IIl.

App. 3d 1137, Z 143 (4th Dist. 2005}. "`If [a contract] imports on its face to be a complete

expression of the whole agreement,...it is to be presumed that the parties introduced into it every

iiiateria] item and term, and parol evidence cannot be admitted to add another term to the

agreement...."' Ringgold Capitally, LLCv. Finley, 2013 IL App (1st} 121702, ¶ 19.

The Agreements unambiguously provide that only GBRE is a party to the Agreements,

and the Agreements have integration clauses. Compt., Ex. A at p. 1, p. 13 ¶ 14(i) & p. 14; Ex. B

at ~.1, p. 14'~ 21 & p. I5. The Agreements do not identify the Tribe or OSGC as being

contracting patties. ACF may not use parol evidence to contradict the Agreements.

~ The shorthand references used in the Tribe's and ~SGC's Initial Brief will be used herein.

Z 'The alleged facts included in the Galich and Decator Affidavits are disputed. See Affidavits ofMessrs. King, Cornelius anc3 Kavan submitted herewith.

1
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II. THE TRIBE ....D OSGC ~~AVE NOT WAIVED T~I~:xR SOVEREIGNIM1~1 UNITY.

A. There Has Been 1`'o Unequivocal Waiver Of Immunity.

For waiver of tribal sovereign immunity, no distinction is made between goverrunental

and commercial activities or whether the activities occur on or off the reseivation.3 Kiox~a Tribe

of Okla. v. Mfg. Techs., lnc., 523. U.S. 751, 754-760 (1998). A waiver of sovereign immunity

inay not be implied but musf be ̀unequivocally expressed.' Santa Clara Pueblo v. Martinez, 436

U.S. 49, 58 (1978); Altheimer & G~•ay v. Sioux Mfg. Corp., 9$3 F.2d 803, 812 (7th Cir. 1993},

superseded by statute an other grounds as stated in, GasPlus, LLC v. U.S. Dept of'the fnter•ior,

~ I O F. Supp. 2d 18, 32 (D.D.C. 2007).4

ACF does not dispute that the requirements of the Tribe's Sovereign Immunity Ordinance

were not met. It argues instead that compliance with the Tribe's ordinance is not required,

relying on Bates Associates, LLC v. 132 Associates, LLC, 799 N.W.2d 177 (Mich. Ct. App.

2010), and Smith v. Hopland Band of Pon2o Indians, 1 15 Cat Rptr. 2d 455 (Ct. App. 2002). ACF

Br.; p. 12. First, the weight of authority requires adherence to the tribal Iaw setting forth who has

the authority to waive sovereign immunity and in what manner. See Initial Br., 9-13. Sewnd,

3 Relying on Michigan v. Bay Mills Indian Community, 134 S. Ct. 2024, 2036 n. 8 (2014) ACF arguesthat even if the Tribe and ~SGC are immune from suit for the contract claims, the tort claims should notbe dismissed. ACF cites to a footnote in which the Supreme Court indicates, ui dicta, that it has neveraddressed whether there could be "special justification" that would allow the Court to depart from the ruleof sta~~e decisis in the tribal sovereign innrnunity context, such as a situation involving a tort victim "whohas not chosen to deal with a tribe" and had no alternative relief. Id. Importantly, there is no "specialexception" to the binding precedent of Kiotiva, sup►~a; therefore, this Court may not, as a matter of Iaw,abrogate the Tribe's and OSGC's sovereign immunity for ACF's tort claims. Moreover, ~CF chose tocontract with GBRE knowing that its upstream owners were the Tribe and OSGC and, therefore, it is nota tort victim who never chose to deal with a tribal entity with sovereign unmunity, as described in Bay1V~ills.

4 Significantly, ACF has not disputed that OSGC is a subordinate economic entity of the Tribe thatenjoys sovereign immunity. See Initial Br., pp. 5-9. ACF argues only waiver.

r~ r
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the cases relied ors by ...~F are inapposite. In Baies.Assocs., the tube was a party to die contract;

the contracts were signed by the tribe's CFO and the contracts both contained provisions

expressly waiving the #iibe's immunity. Bates .4ssacs., 799 N. W.2d at 179. In Smith, the tribe

was a party to the contract; the tribal chairperson signed the contract and the tribal council had

unanimously voted to authorize the tribal chairperson to negotiate and execute the contract.

Smith, 115 Cal. Rptr. 2d at 457-58.5 In contrast here, the Tribe and OSGC are not parties to the

Agreements. There was no resolution or vote of the Tribe or OSGC authorizing Mr. Cornelius to

sign the Agreements on behalf of the Tribe or OSGC, much less resolutions authorizing a waiver

of their tribat sovereign immunity. Hoeft Aff. ~(¶ 23-28; Keluehe Aff. ¶ 9. The Tribe's

Soverei~i Tmmui~ity Ordinance is publicly available on line, as are all Business Committee

Agendas and Minutes. Hoeft Aff. ¶ 24. Messrs. Cornelius and King held no elected or other

position with the 'Tribe. Cornelius Af£ ¶ 1; King Aff: ¶ 1. While Messrs. Cornelius and King

held positions with OSGC, the Agreements are signed by Mr. Cornelius in his capacity as an

officer of GBRE only. Coinpl., Exs. A and B.

ACF asserts that Messrs. Cornelius a~~d King repeatedly told the~~n that they spoke on

behalf of the Tribe and OSGC. Even if true, which it is not, see Cornelius, Kavan and King

Affidavits. ACF has cited no casein which a court concluded that a tribe or its subordinate

economic entity waived sovereign irrununity based on oral representations supposedly made by

officers of astate-incorporated indirect subsidiary when the subsidiary entered into a contract

5 ACF fails to acknowledge a significant factual difference that distinguishes every sovereign immunitycase cited in its brief: unlike here, either the tribe or its subordinate economic entity, were parties to theagreements in ACl"s cases. See C & L Enters„ Inc. v. Citizen Band of Potawaion:i Indian Tribe ofOkla., 532 U.S. 411, 411 (2001}; Kiowa Tribe of Okla., 523 U.S. at 751; Altheirner&Gray, 983 F.2dat 806;Sokt~ugon Gaming Enter. Corp, v. Tushie-Montgomery ~Issocs., Inc., 86 F.3d 656, 657-58 (7th Cir. 1996);Steel, Nicolaus & Co. v. Lac du Flarrcbeau Band ofLake Superior Chippewa Indians, 980 F. Supp. 2d l U78{W.D. Wis. 2013); Bates Assocs. 799 N. W.2d at 183-84; Smith I1 S Cal. Rptr. 2d at 457-58; StoreYisions, lnc.i~. Omaha Ti-ibe of Neb. ; 795 N. W.2d 271, 275 (T~Teb. 2011).
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c;oniaining a standard i~~ um selection clause, See Part II.B., infra, Such a ruling would violate

the Supreme Court requirement that waiver be unequivocally expressed and not implied. C & L

Eaters., 532 U.S. at 418.

B. The Forum Selection Clause In The Agreements Does Not R'aive Sovereign
Immunity.

ACF asserts that the forum selection clause in the Agreements waived so~•ereign

immunity. There would be no reason fir it tv do so since GBRE is the only party to t1~e

Agreements; and it has na sovereign immunity. However, even assuming that the Tribe or

OSGC was a party to the Agreerneuts, the forum selection clause does not waive their sovereign

immunity. ACF relies on three cases that held only that an agre~~rnent's arbitration clause

constituted a waiver of sovereign immunity. See Cc~.L Enters., 532 U.S. at 412 (arbitration

clause that also provided that "arbitral awards may be reduced to judgnnent"}; Altl~eirrcer ~ Gr ay,

983 F.2d at 812 (arbitration clause with an express provision that the tribe and tribal entity would

"`waive all sovereign immunity in regards to ali contractual disputes'"}; and Sokuogon Gaming,

8b F.2d at 659 (arbitration clause with a provision that "judgnnent may be entered upon [the

arbitration award].") IvTone of those cases involved a simple fonun selection clause with no

express waiver of sovereign immunity. That distinction is legally defzniti~cje.

In Breakthrough Management Group, Inc. v. Chukchansi Gold Casino and Resort, No.

Ob-CV-41596 MS, 2007 VVL 27Ui 99S (D. Colo. Sept. 12, 2007), rev'd un other grounds, 629

F.3d 1173 (10th Cir. 2010), the district court analyzed the difference between arbitration clauses

and forum selection clauses far sovereign immunity waiver purposes. T'he court explained that,

because no one can farce a tribe to arbitrate, an agreement to arbitrate with the arbitration award

being reduced to an enforceable judgment is an agreement to be sued and, thus, a sovereign

immunity ~jaiver. However, since a tribe cannot prevent a party from suing it, a forum selection

4
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clause is mez•ely a des~b..ation of where a tribe can be sued and not whether a tribe can be sued.

For that reason, a iner~ forum selection clause is not a waiver of sovereign immunity.

Here, the language of the parties' agreement is that "the sole and
exclusive venue for any and all disputes involvizig...this
agreement shall be the state a~~d federal courts located within the
state of Colorado." .. .

Notably, the parties' agreement here speaks only io where a suit
may be brought, but it does not expressly or impliedly address
whethef~ a suit may be brought. Unlike cases such as C&L
[specifying arbitration, "the Tribe here did not expressly agree to
submit any dispute for adjudication; it merely agreed as to where
such adjudication would take place, if an adjudication were to
occur.

1?reakth~-ough, ?007 WL 270199 , at *3 and *4 (emphasis in original). The fonzm selection

clause in the Agreements merely specifies Illinois as the venue for a dispute. Compl., Ex. A,

~! 14(l~); Ex. B, ¶ 15. It says nothing about agreeing to be sued or waiver of sovereign immunity.

Accordingly, even if the Tribe and OSGC were bound by the Agreements, those Agreements do

not ~~aive their sovereign immunity.

C. Alter Ego And Piercing The Corporate Veil Theories Are nTot Applicable.

ACF next claims that GBRE is the "alter ego" of (JSGC and the Tribe, such that it may

"pierce the corporate veil" and bind OSGC and the Tribe to the forum selection clause. ACF Br,,

pp. 10-11. 'T'ellingly, none of the cases ACF relied on involve tribal sovereign imrnunity.~ There

is no Supreme Court przcedent extending alter ego and piercing the corporate veil principles to

the tribal sovereign irnrnunity context. As a matter of federal Indian Ia~~v, state law a.Iter ego and

piercing the corporate veil theories are inapplicable. The Affiliated Tribes of Fort Berthold

See, e.g., Old Orchard Ur-ban Ltd. P'ship v. Ha~•ryRosen, Inc., 389 Ill. App. 3d 58, 69 (] st Dist. 2009);i~Yertrneyer v, Flynn, 382Ill. App. 3d 952, 958 (1st Dist. 2008); Wellnuin v. Dow Chem. Co.,No. OS-280-SLR,2007 WL 842084, at *2 (D. Del. March 20, 2007); Geyer ». Ingersoll Publ'ns Co., 621 A.2d 784, 793 (Del.Cl~.. I992).
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Resen-anon v. World L..~ g, 476 U.S. 877, 890 (19&6); see also united States ex rel. 1l~or$an

Bldgs. &Spas, Inc. v. Iowa Ti•ibe of Okla., No. CIV-09-730-M, 2011 WL 308889, at * 3 (~~.D.
Okla. Jan. 26, 201 l) (alter ego analysis inapplicable to tribal sovereign immunity context).'

Even if ACF's alter ego or piercing the corporate theories were applicable, ACF has not
made out a prima facie case. In Mason v. Network of t~ibnington, Inc., Na. CIV.A.19434 NC,

2005 VVL 1653954, at *3 {Del. Ch. 2005), 8 the Court lzsted the alter ego factors, such as under

capitalization, insolvency, whether the dominant shareholder siphoned corporate funds and

whether corporate formalities were kept. Ho~~vever, piercing the corporate veil based on alter ego
in the LLC context is a developing area and courts and commentators have noted that the factors
far proving alter ego, particularly the corporate formalities factor, must be a~ialyzed differently
for LLCs because many corporate formalities do nat apply. Kaycee Land & Lzvestock v, Flahive;
4b P.3d 323, 328 (Wyo. 2002) {"The LLC's aperatian is intended to be much snore flexible than
a corporation's."). Furthermore, "`[p]iercing the corporate veil under die alter ego theory also]
requires that the corporate structure cause fraud or similar injustice. Effectively, the corporation

must be a sham and exist for no other purpose than as a vehicle for fraud. "' Mason, 2005 WL

1b53954, at * 3.

ACF argues that Messrs. Cornelius and King were officers of both OSGC and GBRE,

used the same address as OSGC and used their OSGC email to communicate with the~n.9 Under

~ There is no authority for piercing the corporate eJeil of a state created corporation to reach the assets of asovereign nation, i.e, the Tribe. The Tribe is not a coaporation, it is a sovereign nation. If piercing thecorporate veil of a state chartered corporation to get to a nation's assets were allowed, the United States wouldbe liable for the debts of ~ irtually every bankrupt state corporation.

$ Both parties rely on the Delaware piercing the corporate veil standards.

9 ACF argues, vv ith no Legal support, that because OSGC is the economic development arrxi of theTribe, if it pierces the corporate ~feii to OSGC, it also reaches the Tribe. OSGC has a variety of assets,(footnote continued)
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similar circumstances, ~..e 1'~lusan court refused to pierce the corporate veil concluding that,

"[b]eing the sale shareholder of two different legal entities, housed in the same office building

and possessing the wine phone nunnber at separate (and not sequential) times does nat constitute

a sham that ̀ eaist[s] for no other purpose than as a vehicle for fraud. "' Id. at *4. See also

eCommerce Indzs,rtries, Inc. v. tL1WA b~telligesace, Inc., No. CV 7471-VCP, 2013 WL 5621678, at

x`28 (Del. Ch. Sept. 30, 2013). ACF presented no facts to support a finding that GBRE existed

"for no other purpose than as a vehicle for fraud." Wallace ex rel. Cencom Cable Income

Partners 11, I~ac. v. Y~ood, 752 A.2d 1175, 1 184 (Del Ch. 1999). ACF even agreed to take a 49°%

membership interest in GBRE as collateral for its loan, which is conclusive proof that ACF was

aware that GBRE was responsible f'or the Project and existed for a purpose other than fraud.

Compl., Ex. A at I-5, io

ACF was ac~~are before it signed the Agreements that the bonawer on the BIA-guaranteed

loan for the Project was GBRE, not the Tribe or OSGC, a fact ACF failed to disclose to the

Court in its brief.'' Compl., Ex. A at I-3; Cornelius Aff. Ex. A. To obtain financing, the bank

has created many state-incorporated entities and exists to diversify the income of the Tribe. Hoeft Aff. ¶14-21. Even if Delaware alter ego law were applicable to the Tribe and OSGC, which it is not as a matterof federal Iaw, there is no evidence suggesting that OSGC is a sham entity that exists far no purpose otherthan fraud.

~~ OSGC is the sole owner of Oneida Energy, Inc. ("OEI"), a ~~'isconsin coiparation, which is thesole owner of Oneida Energy Blocker Corporation ("QEB"), a Delaware corporation. OEB is the solemember and owner of GBRE, a i7ela~~vare LLC. Keluche Af£ ~!5. ACF would need to pierce through allof these entities, using the law of the state of incorporation for each, in order to reach the Tribe or OSGC.ACF has not attempted to do so.

~ ~ ACF claims that the Tribe would have to be the borrower on the loan, based on the testimony ofMr. Keluche. ACF Br.; ~. 3. However, Mr. Keluche aclmowledged that he was not certain who could bethe borrower on a BTA-guaranteed loan (ACF Br., Ex. 7 at Keluche Dep. Tr., 47, ins. 9-14), and therelevant federal regulations prove that GI3RE could be the borrower. 25 C.F.K. § 103.25(a){2) (stateincorporated entity majority ow~led by tribal entity could be borrower). The bank commitment Ietter andAgreements also identify GBR~ as the borrower. This is one example of many in which ACF makesmisleading factual arguments in an effort to create factual disputes where none exist.
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required guarantees fry... ACF, OSGC, OEI and OEB. Cornelius Aff. Ex. A. Had ACT wanted

OSGC and the Tribe to be bound by the Agreements, like the bank it should have required that

they be parties to the Agreements. In fact, however, in its August 13, 2013 letter to OSGC, ACF

asks OSGC to "support the Waste to Energy Project on which we ave partnering ~~ith youf-

subsidiary ... GBRE." Galich, Ex. B {emphasis added). The undisputed facts demonstrate that

ACF was aware when it signed the Agreements that GBRE was the entity responsible for the

Project. ACF's attempted reliance on inadmissible parol evidence to contradict the unambiguous

language of the Agreements and pierce GBRE's corporate veil is legally impermissible, see Part

I, suprn.

D. State Law Apparent/Implied Authority Is Inappiicab[e.

Finally, ACF asserts that Kevin Cornelius v~~as the "apparent agent" of OSGC acid the

Tribe and, therefore, bound the Tribe and OSGC to the Agreements and waived their sovereign

immunity. ACF Br., pp. 13-14. The Supreme Court has never applied state law agency

principles in the tribal sovereign immunity context. While ACF cites to two state court cases

that applied agency law, the cases are considered the "minority view." MM&A Prods., LLC v.

Yavapai Apache ,'~~ation, 3 7 6 P.3d 1248, 1253 (Ariz. Ct. App. 20l 4). The majority view has

refused to apply state agency law in the tribal sovereign immunity context because tribal

sovereign immunity is a matter of federal law that may not be diminished by the state law. Id. at

1252-53; see also Memphis Biofuels, LLC>>. Chickasa~~:'4ration Indus., Inc., 585 F.3d 917, 918—

19 (6th Cir. 2009); Amerind RisklVlgmt. Corp. v. Malatert~e, 633 F.3d 680, 6$8 (8th Cir. 201 l.);

YYorld Touch Gaming, hoc, v. Massena 1l~gmt., LLC; 117 F. Supp. 2d 271, 27b (IvT.D.N.Y. 2000);

Dilliner i~. Seneca—Cayuga Tribe, 258 P.3d 516, 520 (Okla. 2011); Chance v, Coquille Indian

Tribe, 963 P.2d 638, b40-42 (Or. 1998} (rejecting apparent authority argument and holding that,

even if contract's language waiving immunity was express, contract not vatid because the
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signing official lackea~ ~,,thority under tribal law to waive immunity}; C'alvello v. Yankton Sioux

Tribe, 1998 S.D. I07, ¶ 12, 584 N.W.2d I08 (S.D.199$) (without clear expression of waiver by

tribal council, acquiescence of tribal officials cannot waive immunity). Under federal law,

sovereign immunity "camiot be waived by officials" in a way that "subject[s] the [sovereign) to

suit in any court in the discretion of its responsible officers." Unified States v. ~S. Fid. do Guar.

Co., 309 U.S. 506, 513 (1940). This is true even if the officials make affirmative

misrepresentations. See .Nati~~e Am. Distrib. v. Seneca-Cayuga Tobacco Co., 546 ~.3d 1288,

X295 (10th Cir. 2008) ("misrepresentations of the Tribe's officials or employees cannot affect

its immunity from suit").

Even if state agency law were applicable, none of the cases cited by ACF support its

position. In every case, the question was wh~tller the entity that was expressly a party to the

agreement could be bound by the agreement when signed by the individual with apparent

authority. Here, neither the Tribe nor OSGC is a party to the Agreements, only GBRE is. The

apparent authority cases cited by ACF are legally inapposite.

Moreover, agency law requires that the apparent authority arise from the "principal's

manifestations," and "cannot be established [solely] by the agent's acts, declarations, or

conduct." S'toreVisions, 795 N.W.2d at 279. See also Schoenberger v. Claicago Transit

Authority, 84 Ill. App. 3d 1132, 1136 (lst Dist. 1980). The principal must make "explicit

statements" and act in a way that induces a reasonable person to belie~re that the agent has

authority to act on the principal's behalf. Storeijisions, 795 N.W.2d at 279. Thus, the disputed

oral representations by Messrs. Cornelius, King and Kavan concerning their authority to bind the

Tribe and OSGC and waive their immunity would be insufficient to establish apparent authority.

Id. The only other facts offered by ACF are: a) one presentation made to the Tribe's Business
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Committee concen~inb ..~e Project technology in January 2013 before the Agreements v~lere

signed; b} ~SGC's agreement to guarantee the bank loan for the Project; and c} one presentation

made to the Business Comrraittee concerning the Project and two demonstration plant site visits

.made ttfter the Agreements were signed. See Decator Aff. ¶ 10; Galich Aff, ¶¶ $, 12, 16 and 19-

20. Absent from ACF's affidavits, however. are any facts demonstrating that the Tribe's

Business Committee or OSGC's board made "explicit statements" that would lead ACF to

believe that Mr. Cornelius was authorized to negotiate and execute the Agreements on rheir

behalf and to waive their immunity at any of these meetings.12

Instead, the e~7dence proves conclusively that the procedure far obtaining a valid waiver

of the Tribe's or OSGC's sovereign immunity, i.e., a motion passed or resolution adopted in

accordance with the Sovereign Immunity Ordinance, was not followed. See Hoeft Aff. ¶¶ 23-28;

Keluche Aff. ¶¶ 8-9; ACF Br., Ex. 5 (Hoeft Dep., p. 59, ln. 1 — p. 64, In. 9; ACF Br., Ex. 7

(Keluche Dep., p. 24, In. 21 — p. 25, ln. 23 and p. 35, ln. 2 — p. 41, ln. 24). Simply because the

Tribe and OSGC may have wanted to have some knowledge of the Project and the technology

does not support an infere~ice that they authorized Mr. Cornelius to negotiate and enter into the

Agreements on their behalf or waive their sovereign immunity.13

~ 2 1aCF claims that it reasonably relied on oral representations of Messrs. Cornelius, King and Kavan,that they were waiving OSGC's and the Tribe's sovereign immunity. Both Messrs. Decator and Gaiichare attorneys. Decaior Aff. ¶ 1; Galich Aff. ¶ 1. They could not "reasonably" rely an any such allegedallegations, as a matter of law. None of the three held an elected position v~~ith the Tribe, a fact that couldeasily have been discovered by going online, see https:l/oneida-
ns~z. nv~apldtes/OneColar.mn.cu~x?id=102. Messrs. Cornelius and King were each one of 16,OU0Tribal members. They could na mare orally waive the Tribe's sovereign immunity than a citizen ofWisconsin could waive the State's sovereign immunity. Any "reasonable" attorney would lrnow that.

~ 3 Regular reporting to a parent corporation's baazd onwhat adown-stream subsidiary is doing is neitherunusual nor grounds for holding the parent financially responsible for the LLC's contractual obligations.Furthermore, the I oan guarantee was a corrunitment to the bank, not a commitment to ACF. If agreement by aparent corporation to guarantee a bank Iaan of one of its single asset subsidiaries would ape~~ate to bind the(footnote continued)

10
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CONCLUSION

ACF tries to create a factual dispute to avoid dismissal of the Tribe and OSGC, but, at

best, ACF has created a question of fact as to what Messrs. Cornelius, King and Kavan told

them. However, those disputes of fact are irrelevant because ACF's allegations, even if true, are

not sufficient to establish u~ unequivocal waiver of sovereign immunity by the Tribe and OSGC.

Natzve .Arn. Distrib., 546 F.3d at 1295; II.S. Fzd. &Guar. Co., 309 U.S. at 513. For the reasons

set forth Herein and in the Tribe's and OSGC's Initial Brief, the Complaint against tl~ein should

be dismissed with prejudice.

Dated this 28th day of August, 2014.
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i THE COURT: Okay. Why don't we begin with
2 the morions concerning sovereign immunity. I think
a that's the easiest way to start here.
a MR. DOMBROWSKI: Morning, your Honor.
5 Jerry Dombrowski for the plaintiffs.
s THE COURT: Okay.
~ MR, PYPER: Tom Pyper for the Oneida Tribe
e and Oneida Seven Generations Corporation.
s T'HE COURT: I don't know if I disclosed

a.o this earlier to all of you. AIthough I have not
ii spoken with her in any way, shape or form about this,
~.2 I do have a friend of mine who is an administrative
s.s assistant for the tribal council up in Presque Isle.
i4 Y don't know if that -- I haven't talked to her in
i5 months. Actually, we grew up next to each other.
i6 We still talk to each other. It's just we"ve been
i~ so busy, we honestly have not spoken to each other
i e in months. It just happens. I don't know if --
i9 she's in Presque Isle and she works for the council
zo up there, Northern Wisconsin,
zi MR. DOMBROWST~I: T'm okay with that.
z2 THE COURT: Okay. I didn't think it would
za be a problem,
2a MR PYPER: No, it probably would not be --

Page 4

i THE COURT: I know Ojibwa would be near
2 the Hayward area. I'm trying to Chink.
3 MR. PYPER: There's Bad River. The Bad
a River tribe is up there.
s THE COURT: That might be it. It's the
s council -- it's several tribes. She does a lot in
~ Wisconsin.
e MR. PYPER:1t could be GLIFWC, which is
9 the -- T never know what the acronym is.

io THE COURT; She's Boulder Junction,
is Presque Isle and up, but she's been all throughout
i2 Wisconsin dealing with various issues that are
is affecting a number of --
ia MR. PYPER: I'll bet she's with GLIFWC.
as THE COURT: Okay. Well, see, and I knew
~6 so little that you can see it really isn't going
i~ to have an impact Okay. So let`s begin with the
is motion to dismiss.
i9 MR. PYPER: Thank you, your Honor.
z o I hunk that the material operative facts are really
zi pretty straightforward and not much in dispute. The
~~ Oneida tribe is a federally registered Indian tribe
a3 and Oneida Seven Gens is a tribally chartered
z4 corporation. The tribe is a governmental agency.
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i It has a whole variety of services it provides
a to its over 1 b,000 members, housing, elderly care,
3 everything typical that a government would do. In
a order to diversify from its gaming operations, it
s created Oneida Seven Generations Corporation under
s tribal charter law, and it is an entity that manages
z over 13 individual businesses and has created other
e entiries so as to keep its business activities
9 separate from the tribe; although if it generates

io more prafts than it needs for its operating
ii expenses, some of those profits will spill over
z~ into the tribe. But it has its own assets, its
is awn businesses that are separate and distinct from
is the tribes.
is It created Oneida Energy to
i6 start diversifying into -- to have corporations
i~ separate from itself to start diversifying into
ie the energy development business. And Oneida Energy
i9 then in turn created Oneida Blocker, which then
20 created Green Bay Renewable Corporation, and Green
ax Bay Renewable is not a tribally chartered entity.
sa Tt's a Delaware LLC.
2a Green Bay Renewable had as its
za president Kevin Cornelius from January 2012 through

Page 6

i August 2013, which is really the distinct period of
z time tha#'s applicable to the case. Mr. Cornelius
3 also was the CEO of Oneida. Seven Generations. While
a Mr. Cornelius was s member of the tribe, he was one

j s of over 16,000 members of the tribe. He he]d no
s official position with the tribe at any time material
z to this case. Bruce King was the vice president and
s treasurer of Green Bay Renewably. He also was the
s CFO of Oneida Seven Gens. Just like Mr. Cornelius,

i o he was a member of the tribe but he held no o#'ficial
i~ position at any time with the tribal entity itself.
iz Mr. King arsd Mr. Cornelius started
i~ talking with the principals of ACF about going into
is the energy development business, which is the reason

its that GBRE was created, and it was a plastic waste
is to oil with also an energy generation component
1~ with it through a pyrolysis analysis. And they
is negotiated with ACF about how they would structure
~i9 it, who would get what money. And in January, in
2 a fact, ACF principals came up and made a presentation
Zi to the business committee of the tribe and to OSG's
zs board to give them a general description of how the
23 technology would work that was being negotiated
24 between GBRE and ACF,

REPORT OF PROCEEDINGS
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i No official action took place
z at those meetings. No official action was requested
a to be taken by either the business committee of the
4 tribe or OSGC, Tt was an informational presen~ation.
5 The tribe is -- as a governmental agency it has a
6 legislative branch and the legislative branch is the
7 general tribal council. The general tribal council
a is made up of every member of voting age of the
s tribe. So we're talking about thousands of people

io on that legislative branch of the general tribal
u council
i2 Beeween January and May there
is were some dissatisfactions starting to boil under
is with regard to whether this was an appropriate type
is of an activity ro be taking place on tribal land.
is There were some cultural push-backs about it related
i~ to questions as to whether this would create an
ie unacceptable level of air pollution,
i9 So in early May, May 5, there was a
2 o meeting of the general tribal council where there was
z i a vote taken that this process if it were in fact --
~2 became a real project between GBR.E and ACF would not
2a take place on tribal land. It was voted it could not
2 a take place on tribal land. As a result, on

Page 8

i May 24 the operative agreements were executed;
2 one was a master lease, the other was a» operation
3 and masntenance agreement. Kevin Cornelius signed
9 those on behalf of GBRE. He did not sign on behalf
s of the tribe. He did nat sign on behalf of OSGC.
s The project was then designated to take place in a
~ location in Monona, Wisoonsin and in a place in
s Sheboygan, Michigan off reservation property.
s Nonetheless, there was also some

io still dissatisfacrion starting to even boil aver
ii farther, and that became known to the ACP entities.
iz On August 13 of 2013 the ACF entities wrote a letter
is to OSGC saying that it was asking for OSGC's support
is for the project, and in that letter the ACF amity
is said we want your support for the project with which
Ze we are partnering with GBRE. Did not say it was
i~ a project with OSGC, certainly did not say it was
is a project with the tribe. it was strictly we are
i9 partnering with GBRE.
s a Eventually in December there was
2 i another meeting of the general tribal council and
22 because of issues unrelated to this project, Yhere
zs was a vote to dissolve OSGC. When that happened,
2 a then there was some concern about the funding
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i or the fonder of the GBRE project There was no
2 vote taken to dissolve GBRE and GBRE has not been
s dissolved. It is still a corporate enrity -- or LLC
a under Delaware law. The operative agreements said
s they would not become effective unless and until GBRE
s obtained its funding for the project because that's
~ where the capital was going to come from, This is
e X21 million worth of capitalization for this project.
s It was t~ be capitalized or funded by Wisconsin

i0 Bank &Trust, When WBT heard that -- and, excuse me.
zi It was funded by WBT, but it had to be guaranteed by
is the Bureau of Indian Affairs and WBT had a request
is in for the guarantee approval for BIA.
i9 When WBT heard that OSGC was to be
is dissolved, it created a lot of uncertainty for WBT.
~.6 So it withdrew its request to have the BIA guarantee
i~ the loan and it wasn't going to make the loan unless
ie that guarantee was in place. So, in fact, the
~i9 agreements ne~~er really became effective because they
so couldn't become effective until such time as GBRE
s i received its fw►ding. When ACF heard that the OSGC

t a 2 was to be dissolved and the request far guarantee
~zs was withdrawn, tha?'s when ACP started the lawsuit.
Iza The Iawsuit brought claims for breach

} Page 10

i of contract in a vaxiety of claims, intentional
2 interference claims both with existing contract
3 rights as well as prospective business relationships,

~ 1 and it also brought a claim far unjust enrichment.
~ s Tbose claims are suspect because the operative
s agreements never really became effective and, quite
~ frankly, T don't understand unjust enrichment because
a na project ever took place and my clients Gave never
s received any benefits from the negotiation.

io But for purposes of the motion

l
iii we brought, we are assuming that the contracts
as are in play here and we brought a motion to dismiss
~ s based on the sovereign immunity rights of both of
1e my clients. In order to get around the sovereign
is immunity issue -- and by the way, in our first brief
is we argued at length in tha Breakthrough Management
i~ case all the factors by which OSGC would obtain
ie sovereign rights. I don't think it was ever disputed
i9 that the Nation has -- oz fhe tribe has sovereign
z o rights, and in response we didn't get any
zs contradiction to that. So I'm assuming that the
2 a only issue here is not whether both my clients have
z s sovereign immunity but, in fact, whether it has been
2 o waived.
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i In order to claim waiver here
a there are many theories that have been advanced
3 6y the ACF entities. Most of them deal with
a ncgotiations and alleged statements that were made
5 by Mr. King, Mr, Cornelius before the contracts were
s executed as well as their attorney, a senior partner
~ from Kutak Ttock out of Omaha, Nebraska. We got
e declarations from alt three, which put into dispute
s whether they really made those allegations, but we

io don't think those are material to the motion that we
u brought
i2 Whether or not they made
zs those statements, whether or not they made any
is misrepresentations and said yes, we're waiving the
is sovereign immunity of the tribe at 03GC, although
is those are disputtd, we don't think it matters if
i~ they had made those for two very important reasons.
is No. 1, there's an integration clause in both of these
~s contracts, The integration clause is very specific.
~o It says any prior representations, any negotiations
2i made by anybody are alI merged within the contracts
sz themselves and cannot be used to argue a position
za inconsistent with what the four corners of the
zt contracts would say. These contracts were signed

Page 12

i by one entity and one enrity only, GBRE, So those
2 aze barred by the Parol evidence rule and they can't
s be considered by the Court.
s The other reason is sovereign
s immunity is based on federal common law. It is
s not based on underlying state -- and 7'11 get into it
~ in a minute —piercing the corporate veil, apparent
s authority principles. And under the federal common
s law it is pretty cloar both in the Narive American
i o Distributing case and the World Touch Gaming case we
ii cited that statements made by alleged representarives
is of a sovereign do not impact whether the sovereign
i3 has, in fact, waived sovereign immunity. And both
i9 cases stand for that position: and the reason is
is really cleaz.
ie If all it took was for a contracting
i~ party that was not paid to sue and then be able to
is say, well, a representative of the sovereign made
is these statements, said they ware waiving sovereign
so immunity and that factual dispute put into question
zi wkether sovereign immunity had been waived, that
s~ would require the sovereign to go through a trial
za and that process alone is an infringement on the
2~ sovereign rights of the sovereignty. So the case
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i taw is very clear. Waiver cannot be implied.
z Tt must be unequivocally expressed. In additiop --
a and that's the Santa Clara Pueblo, pretty standard
a case. Atso, when there is a process that is clear

j s and publicly available and everybody can know what
s it is, in order for a sovereign to say we will waive
~ sovereign immunity if this process is followed, that
s process must be followed.
s And here the sovereign, the

io tribe has Ordinance 14.6 and it provides three
ii ways in which they can waive sovereign immunity; by
z2 resolution passed upon motion of the general tribal

(ia council, by resolution of the business committee
', is and for Oneida Seven Gens by a resolution passed by
is the board but then only waiving Oneida Seven Gens'
i6 sovereign immunity, not the tribal sovereign immunity
i~ and thafs detailed in the ordinance itself. And
ie it's undisputed here that none of those three things
is took place.
ao ACF knew it was dealing with GBRE,
si as its August 13 letter states. All it had to do was
22 ask to have a waiver signed if that's what it wanted.
2a All it had to do was ask for Oneida Seven Gens and
za the tribe to sign the contracts, Tf it realty

Page i4

i believed it was negotiating with them, they would
2 be bound by it, but they failed to do so. So now
3 ACF relies on two principal theories to pierce the

~ a corporate veil, to pierce GBRE's corporate veil,
! 5 to get through Oneida Blocker, to get through Oneida
~ s Energy, to get to Seven Gens and bind Seven Gens
~ and then agasn to pierce the corporate veil of Seven
a Gens to get to the tribe.
9 First of all, the case law is
io we believe clear that with regard to piercing the
ii corporate veil, that has never been done. That would

fiz in essence make -- if I were to make representations
i3 on behalf of the State of Wisconsin and my business
a4 entity went belly up and I had not been properly
~~5 capitalized, they could allege that they could
'is pierce my corporate veil and get eo the assets
i~ of the sovereign.
ae Piercing the corporate veil has
is never been, as far as I know, applied in a federal

!~ zo common law situation of soverei~;nTy, and there were
'si no cases cited by ACF in the briefs where it has
az ever been applied. They were all typical corporate
s3 piercing. Under the Tower Investors case, an
z4 Illinois appellate court case, 207, the Coure

'~ tin-1 ~-Scri~t~H'
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s, said that when you're dealing in a contractual
s relationship situation, there's even a heightened,
a more heightened standard for piercing the corporate
4 veil because the party has chosen to contract wifh
s a corporation. A.nd choosing to contract with that
s corporation doesn't then allow them to turn around
~ and say, well, I want to pierce and get to another
a party. It's more frequently applied in a
s nonoonffactual position where there has been a tort
10 of some kind and they want to pierce to get through
~i the person, the corporate entity. But even if
iz piercing the corporate veil did apply here, there
is haven't been allegations, nor any factual showing
is that that would be appropriate here.
is Under Illinois law the entity ai
i6 issue whose veil is sought to be pierced must really
i~ be a sham entity. It muse realty —the party needs
ie to show fraud, that it was only created as a fraud
is to allow the principal, or the parent corporation to
so conduct the parent corporation's activities through
~z the fraudulent sham of this corpoxa#e entity. It has
zz to be shown undervaluation -- or undercapitalization
ss and that they're really doing the business of the
sa corporate parent rather than their own, and chat's

Page 76

i just not the situation here.
s GBRE was going to bs adequately
s financed -- or capitalized by $21 million and if
e it wasn't, there would be no project. It was in
s the business of doing this and it would have to be
s recognized in that business for WBT to loan the money
~ and for BIA to guarantee the money. At all stages
e throughout this the ACF enti#ies Imew they were
~ dealing with a tribal entity in terms of owning GBR.E.

l0 They know OSG was there and they lrnew GBRE actually
tl existed. So even if corporate -- piercing the
iz corporate veil applied in any respect, the elements
is are not present here.
is The other issue that is raised
is is the apparent authority issue. Again, the
is overwhelming majority of cases say apparent authority
i~ does not apply in this federal common law area.
ie Now, ACF cited two cases, the Bates case and the
i9 Hopland case where they went and did look at appazent
zo auffiority principals but those cases aze factually
~i distinguishable. In both of those cases the actual
2a entity was the signatore on the contract, And
2s the question was, was the principal who signed it
a~ on behalf of that entity, did he have authority in
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i that circumstance. Here the sovereign entity never
z signed this. We don't have that circumstance.
s So we don't believe apparent
a authority is applicable at alt in a sovereignty
s situation. But if it did, again, it doesn't apply
s here because you don't look at the representations
~ of the alleged agent. You don't look at the conduct
a of the alleged agent. 'The apparent authority is
s atop-down projection. It has to be the activities

io of in this case the tribe or Seven Gens who is giving
ii the impression that the people below them have the
is authority to do these things. Here we have a tribe
z3 who has an ordinance in place as to the only way it
i4 can waive sovereign immunity, and that same ordinance
is applies to OSGC. They've given every appearance that
~.s there is nobody below those entities who oan waive
i7 sovereign immunity.
to So for ACF principals -- and the
i s two that put in declararions here are attorneys --
z a to say that they reasonably relied ott representations
s i of this apparent authority when there's no indicarion
zz that anybody at the tribe told them there was
z3 authority or gave an appearance of authority, they
~~a could not make the showing that they would need to

Page 78

i on the apparent authority issue.
a So lct~9 o9~it12!?G, however, that
s now the corporate :vle that my clients are somehow
4 bound to these contracts they didn't sign because
3 of representations of apparent authority or piercing
s the corporate veil. We don't believe that gets ACF
~ entities anywhere because there's nothing in these
e contracts that waives sovereign immunity. The only
s thing in the contract upon which ACF relies is the

10 fonun selection clause. The forum selection clause
ii says nothing about sovereign immunity and the only --
is attd there were no cases cited to the Court where
is it has ever been found that a forum selection clause
!ia is a waiver of sovereign immunity.
'li5 The cases relied upon by ACF is the
'i6 C&L Enterprises case, which is a US Supreme Court
z~ case. In that case it was an arbitration clause,
Ze and in the arbitration clause there was an agreement
is by the sovereign that they would azbitrate and they
a a would be bound by the outcome of the arbitration
ai award. 'Fhe second case is the Altheimer &Gray
as case, the 7th Circuit case. It was an arbitration
zs case that had the same Language. On top of that it
2a actually said that the entity was waiving sovereign

tin-U..Scripix,
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'I i immunity. The third case is the Sokaogon case --
zGaming case, Judge Posner's case, where he also found
s a waiver based on an arbitration clause, exactly
~ similar to C&L Enterprises. That is a very legally
s significant difference.
s In the most recent case --
~ well, the Danka Funding case also, that was an
e earlier case out of New Jersey, said that forum
s selection clause was definitely aot a waiver of

io sovereign immunity. But most recently there have
1i been addressed in the Breakthrough Management case,
is Judge Krieger gave I thought a very compelling
is explanation of what the distinction is. Nobody can
u make a sovereign entity, in this case my client,
is the tribe or OSGC arbitrate, whereas anybody can sue
ie a sovereign entity. And when a sovereign entity
i~ agrees to arbitrate, they are saying we agree that
is you can have a forum to have a resolution of our
is dispute and it's saying w~ agree that we will be
zo bound by the outcome of that. And that is in fact
zi some of the cases have said -- three relied upon by
a2 ACF -- a waiver of sovereign immunity.
23 That is a whether we can be sued
sa issue. A forum selection clause is only a where
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i we can be sued because they can't protect themselves
s aus to w~hethar they tcir~ Ltia ~urcl. 11u~l they guy, wc;ll.
3 if you're going to sue us, you can sue us in the
a State of Illinois, but it doesn't say and we agree
s you can sue us. And that was judge Krieger's
s analysis, and she distilled it down to a whether
~ clause or a where chase. And if it's a where
a clause, forum selection, that's not a waiver. That's
9 not agreeing to be sued. A whether clause is in fact

io that. And when that was taken up an appeal, the
ii court of appeals embraced that analysis but it wasn't
s.z an issue directly in front of them. So this is the
~3 district court, Judge Krieger.
iQ So we don't think even if they
i5 get to the contract, that there`s anything in that
i6 contract that waives sovereign immunity. There
i~ wouldn't have been any reason for there to be a
ie sovereign immunity waiver in the contract because
i9 it was with GBRE, a T)elaware LLC, which doesn't have
z o sovereign immunity. That handles the breach of
si contract claim.
z2 The tort claims, just very briefly,
sa the only allegation that sovereign immunity should
z~ not apply to the tort claims is based upon the Bay
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i Mills case ou4 of 2014, US Supreme coart case,
a in footnote 8. And in that case the Court was not
s asked to hold on it but said there we never really
4 addressed the issue as to if there is an injured
s plaintiff who has never chosen to deal with a txibal
s entity and has damages whether there aze "special
~ justifications" that would say that sovereign
e immunity should not bar such a claim in that case.

~ 9 If, in fact, that were an area to
io be developed somewhere in the future, and no case
ii as I understand it has done that since the Bay Mills
is case, there are not special justification issues
i3 here. This isn't a situation where a person walks
i♦ into a casino owned by a sovereign and part of the
i5 building falls on the person and they never really
i6 chose to deal with the sovereign and now they're
i~ injured and the sovereign raises sovereign immunity.
ie This is an issue where ACF knew from day one that
xy dBRB was a subsidi~y of a tribally chartered
20 corporation which was owned by a tribal governmental
2i agency.
2z They chose to enter into
2a this structure. They knew full well about tt~e

~ 2a sovereigns and could have suggested that they all
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i sign these agreements and they did not. If special
z justification were ever somctiin~ applied in a case
3 so as to be precedent, that special justification as
a articulated by the Supreme Covrt in Bay Mills just
s doesn't exist here.
s So we believe that there isn't
~ any waiver of sovereign immunity, there's nothing
e to be shown, and we would ask that the case against

I s my client be dismissed.
xo MR. DOMBROWSKI: Thank you, Judge.

~ ix Mr. Pyper did give a nice recitation of the facts,
x2 but 75 percent of what Mr. Pyper has stated are
is closing arguments at trial that should be done in
1a this cournoom. Judge, first, it is their burden

~ i5 right now, 2-614 motion to show that there's no
~.6 issue of material fact regarding sovereign immunity.
i~ Judge, there's a whole host of factual issues that
s e cannot be decided on motion.
i s Everything is intertwined here.
so Tkus is a very complex case. We have dueling
21 affidavits, the other side claiming that, well,
xs there was no sovereign immunity, even though we have
23 clear clauses that T'm going to talk about. These
2a facts are all intertwined with the subject matter

\:tin-L-`?c r~Pf:~?,
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i of jurisdiction here and there's no possible way
2 I submit that this court cau grant their motion and
a cut loose OSGC and the Oneida tribe because of this
~ circumstance. These facts are this case. These
5 facts are trial issues that cannot be decided here.
s They have not met their burden in that regard, Judge.
~ Before we talk about the
e Solargenix case we first must state, Judge, is
s sovereign immunity really available fox OSGC and

io the tribe. The Bay Miils case, not only footnote 8
ii but throughout the case, seems to cast significant
lz doubt whether in this particular case where you have
i3 a breach of contract and three tort victims whether
is sovereign immunity actually applies. The Bay Mills
is court this year took great pains to state if you're
i6 a tort victim and you have no other remedy, we're not
i~ deciding that We`re not saying there is sovereign
s.e immunity and cast significant doubt on it. Aud if
i9 you go, delve into the facts of the Bay Mills case,
2 o that was the State of Michigan stating to a tube
~ i in Michigan you are operating an illegal casino.
zz Instead of going to other avenues, such as injunction
2a or suing the individuals who set up the illegal
2a casino or pursuing them criminally, they went
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~. straight to sue,
s Here, Judge, if you cut Loose on
3 this motion where there's an abundance of ques±ions
~ of fact, cut loose OSGC and the tribe, we are left
s with GBRE only, a shell created for the particular
s purpose created by the tribe, created by OSGC to
~ engage in energy projects. We would be a victim
s without a remedy.
5 Moving forward, Judge, if you do

io believe sovereign immunity is available to OSGC,
i~ we must go to the specific wording of the choice
iz of law of venues provisions that bath sides agreed
i3 to. Both sides had attorneys. Both sides came to
i4 Evanston, Illinois where we are based, negotiated
is these contracts. And this has nothing to do with
is Parol evidence, Judge. We're just responding to
i~ their 2-b I9 motion. We have to bring in these facts.
is It says in bold and capital letters
i9 in the contract signed by Kevin Cornelius, OSGC's
~a CEO, "This agreement shall be deemed to be made in
si Illinois and shall be governed by and consfxued in
as accordance with Alinois law. Lessee and lessor" --
2s that's alt of us -- "agree that all legal actions
a4 iw connection with this agreement shall take place
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i in federal or state courts situated in Cook County,
z Iltinois." That's why we're here, Judge. That's
a why we filed suit.
4 The operation and maintenance
s agreement, paragraph 15 specifically states,
s "Any disputes pertaining to this agreement shall
~ be determined exclusively in a court of competent
s jurisdiction in the County of Cook, State of
s Illinois." Any disputes, Judge. That means

io breach of contract. That mesas intentional torts.
xz We are in the right courtroom. We have the right
a2 defendants.
is Not only did OSGC, GBRE and
i4 the tribe breach the contracts, but separately and
is disrinctly OSGC and the tribe committed an abundance
is of torts which we have laid out in our very long
z~ complaint. They couldn't be more clear. And as to
as Mr. Pyper's argument, well, these choice of law and
~s choice of venue provisions don't mention sovereign
~2o immunity, the Supreme Court says you don't have to.
Zi And if you look at the Supreme Court decisions and
zs the 7th Circuit decisions, those are arbitration
~s decisions stating you must arbitrate.
2a We're not even saying that. We're
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i saying you have a fair shot in Cook County, Illinois.
z Bring your facts to the table. We will try this case
s in Cook County. And they agreed to that, judge.
4 Both sides agreed to it. Both sides had attorneys.
s Both sides negotiated this contract for months and
s months. You don't need to mention the words
~ sovereign immunity to waive sovereign immunity.

4 8 Those aren't my words, Those in essence are the
9 words of the US Supreme Court. If you look to the

io pleadings and the affidavits, Judge, again, there's
ii no way that this motion, this particulaz subject
i2 matter motion can be granted. We haven't even been
i3 to discovery yet, Judge. There's more facts coming.
is As to the Solargenix case,
is which came out August 1, 2414, Judge, emanating
zs from this division within this courthouse, two
i~ Spanish defendants asserted that you can't bring me
ie to Cook County because I didn't sign the contract.
is This is what the tribe and OSGC are saying. Well,
so I didn't sign this contract. How can you gossibty
2i bring me here. Well, the Solargenix court said,
2s yes, even though you didn't sign the contract,
23 even though you're over 4,000 miles away, you must
2a come to Cook County, Illinois and defend this case
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~ because that's what your subsidiary agreed to.
z The Solargenix wording is quite
3 similar to our wording. They menrion disputes.
a They mention Cook County. They mention competent
s court of jurisdiction. The Court says and the
s 7th Circuit said in Hugel, H-u-g-e-t, that you can't
7 ask someone who is closely related to the action step
s back and say I didn't sign that, you can't bring me
s to Cook County.

io Now, in the Hugel case, which
is was decided in 199Q, the 7th Circuit affirmed it,
a.2 the plaintiff was complaining about the choice of
i3 law and the choice of venue. In that case they said,
i+ no, you must go zo England. So the plaintiff there
is had to go 2,000 mfles away. AlI we're stating is
is that the Wisconsin border from this courthouse is
i~ about S7 miles. There's nothing unfair about these
ie choice of law provisions. They agreed to them and
i9 yoa'll notice, Judge, they never really mentioned
2 o whether they thought they were impropez form or
sa whether they were unfair to the Wisconsin defendants
22 because they're clear. Yau cannot argue that with
a3 a straight face.
za Also, Judge, the other question,
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i OSGC and the tribe are so closely related to
2 the contract, as tk~ey were in Solargenix, that
3 they had to be expected to be bound by this choice
a of law provision. They —we're not talking about
s individuals who are coming to the table who are
6 only GBRE people. We have the CBO of OSGC, who's
~ also a tribal member. We have the CFO of OSGC,
e who's also a tribal member. And our joint venture
s agreement, which we attached to one of our

io affidavits, that was inirially, Judge, with OSGC.
ii GBRE wasn't even mentioned in the joint venture
is agreement, and actually Solargenix also had a joint
is venture agreement.
is Naw, that wasn't -- initially,
i5 Judge, as our affidavits state, we were dealing
i5 with the tribe from day ane. We were dealing with
z~ OSGC from day one. GBRE wasn't even in the picbue
ie when we started this whole thing. It came in later.
i9 Why would we make presentations before the Oneida
zo tribe up in Green Bay ifwe didn't know they were
s1 closely related to this contract. Why would we write
2z a letter to OSGC's board of directors if we didn't
sa know and if they didn't know that they were closely
2a related to this contract. At the bare minimum --
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i they've admitted this -- OSGC and the tribe would
z have been third-party beneficiaries of this contract.
a And the purpose of GBRE is to make money. We don't
a create corporations in the United States for charity.
5 This was an LLC to r:iake QSGC money. OSGC is there
6 to make the tribe money. And God love them, they're

i ~ practicing free enterprise, but you can't back off of
e a contract after your CEO signs and say, well, you
s know, that's not us. That's just him acting on his

io own.
ii We've talked about in our brief
i2 and Mr, Pyper's talked about the corporate veil. We
is don't have to prove that the corporate veil has been
'ia pierced here. T think we've shown enough through our
his affidavits and even through their affidavits that
ie the corporate veil has been pierced, Judge. And
i7 if we just concentrate on their affidavits and what
is they attached to their affidavits, there is a loan
is document from the Wisconsin Bank &Trust regarding
2a this pazticular project. We're tallcing big money
zi here. They're agreeing to fund the project because
Z2 OSGC has requested it and OSGC is mentioned three
~s times within that document. And this is just
,aa one document that OSGC has attached to one of
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i their affidavits.
i 2 OSGC is mentioned three times.
s If they're not a pare of this deal, why are they
a mentioned in the covenants, why are they mentioned
s for financing, why is their board of directors at all
s involved. We have an email that we attached from
~ Kevin Cornelius stating to our people, well, I've
a got four of the five board of directors onboard of
s OSGC. They're onboazd. He didn't need them all.

io He wanted them aII for the financing of the project.
ii And the project is -- it's an integral part, the
~is financing. Obviously you can't complete a project
pis if you don`t have financing.
ie And Mr. Pyper pointed out our
is August 2013 letter to the USGC board. We are asking
i6 the board to support the completion of the project --
i~ those arc our words -- and we're directing it to
~e OSGC. If we take what Mr. Pyper and his briefs are
z9 stating, that it was just GBRE, welt, why is OSGC and
zo the tribe so involved wikh this project if it's just
ai the GBRE project. We know we have business committee
zz members from the tribe who go to California -- it's
z3 in our affidavits -- to look at our machinery. Why
2a is someone from the business committee of the Oneida
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i tribe looking at our machines that are going to be
2 used in the GBRE project if they're not intricately
s involved in this project.
a Moving forward, Judge, I think
s with their affidavits too, 1 think we have some
s key admissions here. Now, Mr. Pyper wants to have
~ it both ways as far as the Bay Mills decision is
e cancemed. He at once states, well, they knew --
s the ACF guys knew they were dealing with the gibe

so but his briefs say another thing. His briefs say,
ii well, you weren't dealing with the tribe. So which
iz is it, are we dealing with the tribe as they state
is or as Mr. Pyper states today, well, you should have
i~ known you were dealing with the tribe. However, you
is weren't really dealing with the tribe; therefore,
i6 Bay Mills doesn't apply. Which is it?
i~ Finally, Judge, the issue that
le we've pled in our complaint -- and we really all
is have to go back to the complaint. We've got a!1
20 these facts and affidavits dueling against each
zi other. We can go back to the complaint and I think
z2 defeat their motion. We know that the tribe
a3 was intricately and intimately involved with this
z4 project because it was their vote in December of
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i 2013, as Mr. Pyper referred to, that dissolved OSGC
s and then destroyed the project. If the tribe and
s OSGC are completely separate from this project,
a why did tl~e tribe's own vote des~-oy the project.
s It just doesn't make any sense at a1I. Commott sense
6 and the facts state that this was a tribal project.
~ This was an OSGC project. This was a GBAE project
e You cannot sepazate these three entities.
9 There's also the issue, Judge,

is of fundamental fairness. This is my last comment.
ii It is not unfair to these three enrities that we
i2 are suing to try their case in Cook County. They
i3 agreed to it through their subsidiary. The
it SoIargenix case absolutely rules. The Hugel
i5 case rules.
i6 As you painted out and as some
i~ of the litigants pointed out in the arbitration case
ie three cases before us, words have meaning, especially
z9 when you have -- you're welt represented by smart
so lawyers on both sides. They negotiate every part
a i of that contract and included in that coz~traci were
zs the choice of law and the choice of venue provisions.
z3 We don't need to state you waive sovereign immunity.
za And their intarnal machinations at the triba as far
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i as ordinances, they don't matter according to the
s US Supreme Court, according to the 7th Circuit.
3 That doesn't matter. If they did it wrong in some
a fashion at the Oneida tribe or at OSGC and maybe
s didn't go through certain steps or the Robert's rules
s of procedures, it doesn't matter. They're in this,
~ They're in tF~is case. If they are tet out of this
a case, it's fundamentally unfair,
s A.nd, Judge, with the Sofargeaix

io and Hugel cases, i don't think you can let them out.
ii So I'd just ask that you deny their motion.
i2 MR. PYPER: Your Honor, just very
i3 briefly. T didn't say that ACF was dealing with

C
14 the tribe. I said they knew where the tribe was.
1 s They knew the structure. They could have dealt
ie with the tribe. They never did deal with the tribe.
i~ And why would the business committee and OSGC be
Ze interested, because this is one of their
is subsidiaries. Just because a parent would like to
zo know what a subsidiary is doing doesn't somehow then
2i implicate them to be bound by any contract that their

j 22 subsidiary signed.

l23 Counsel said both sides agreed
ag to this, both sides agree. Mr. Cornelius signed

i 
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~ 1 on behalf of f38AY. 8s agzaed to it. And the

2 fsctwl di~putea h~ra arc ■ia~ly nat m~tarial given
3 the Snt~gration claua• end giv~n the cmmwa law rh~rs

4 iadividual •tatam~nnts by represoatatives have ao

5 baariaq oa waiver o! eover~ign immunity ieeuoe.

6 Thy Iaet thiaq I rest to touch

7 oa 3• the Solar~enix case. 2 doa't underat~nd how

6 that plays say rol• is this caa• at this stage. Tt

9 certainly dons oa p~raonal juri~di.ction. That's a
10 p~r~onal jurisdictioa cse~, has nothiag to do with
lI the vubjact matter jssri~dict3oa, not with eovereiga
17 i~ity, T}awre vas ao ~ov~x~iga ~t S~~ue in that
I3 cae~. Sut what council didn~t goiat oat ara~ this --
14 3t var -- the Caurt ruled that the Bgaaish pareata
1S were sufficiently oa antic• that they could be

X16 brought ittto the State of Illinoir.

'17 Well, of cour~a they were. They
18 aiga~d a latter of adha~ioa. 8 letter of adhesion
19 m~aaa you can stick parts of the coatrect ~t issue
ZO in the fight. N~ agr~od to thou• provirioas. Ia
21 fact, t}u Court -- and this vas in the psrroaal
2Z juri~dictioa sots -- the litter of ~dLesioa said
23 that the Syanish pazeut• •acaeptad and coaaentad
24 to b~ bouaQ by and coaply with• provisions oI t2u
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i underIying contract that was in dispute, And what
2 they said was but we didn't specify we'd be bound
3 by the forum selection clause. The Caurt said,
s well, that's not enough to get you out because the
s forum selection clause is embedded in every single
s provision of the contract because it says if there's
~ a dispute in what was then a eooperatzon agreement,
e if there's a dispute with regard to anything in
s here, the forum selection clause applies. So when

io you said in your letter of adhesion you agreed eo be
1i bound by and comply with provisions that are now in
iz dispute, you also bought into the forum selection
i3 clause.
iq All that is is the where provision,
is using Judge Krieger's analysis, where a dispute can
ie be brought. Tt bas nothing to do with whether it can
i~ or whether somebody can consent to the dispute. So
~.s the Solargenix case is a personal injury case. It's
is not a subject maeter jurisdiction case, your Honor.
so MR. DOMBROWSTC.I: Can I say one thing
z i about the Solargenix case? Judge, only one of those
sa Spanish defendanu signed that letter of adhesion.
ss The second one did not. Both were nat signatories
2t to the contract. Aad as to the second Spanish
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i defendant that didn't even sign the letter of
2 adhesion, the Court said you're coming along too.
3 You're coming slang to Cook County.
s THE COURT: A[1 right. Thank you,
s Counsel. It's been a very interes#ing argument.
s Where I come back to with regazds to the tribe and
~ OSGC is, as counsel stated, there's no dispute that
e these two entities, that sovereign immunity would
9 apply to them. Tt's whether or not there's been a
i o waiver of that. And where that comes down on a 6l 9,
iz I'm looking at the competing affidavits v~~hich does
iz allow the Court here to make a determination based
i3 on those affidavits, there has -- everything I've
is seen says it has to be a knowing waiver; not an
is implied, not that just because our subsidiary entered
is into contracts or things like that.
i~ I do not find that there's been
ie a knowing waiver. And, therefore, under sovereign
i9 immunity, I believe that this case cannot go forward
so as to Oneida Seven Generations Corporation,
zi The Oneida Tribe of Indians of Wisconsin.
2i MR. PYPER: Thank you, your Honor.
sa THE COURT: We're up to --
2a MR. TEMPLE: GBRE's motion, your Honor.
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i THE COURT: Yes.
s MR. TEMPLE: Your Honor, the issues are
3 far similar for our motion. Counsel for Oneida and
a OSG laid out the facts nicely, so I won't reiteraee
s all those faces. But simply put, as they stated,
s this is a commercial partnership that did not come
z to fruition. GBRE is a signatory to both the master
s Iease and the maintenance agreement, which are
s attached to the complaint,

io Assuming the factual allegations
ii of the complaint to be true, we also have to look
i2 to the fact in that master lease, which is attached
i3 to ~Lr cvcnplaint, becomes a part of the pleading.
is And the most important fact of that is there's a
is condition precedent contained in the very first
ie paragraph of the master lease that says that
i~ the contract doesn't become effective unT.il GBRE
lie takes certain action.
i9 The plain language of that
so contingency is clear, and I quote, "The agreement
2i shall not become effective until suck time as
Zs lessee," lessee being defined as the plaintiff --
2~ excuse me, as GBRE -- "has notified lessor," the
~~a plaintiff, "in writing that lessee has entered into
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i financing arrangements with Wisconsin Bank &
2 Trust Company on such terms and conditions as are
3 reasonably acceptable to lessee."
a The language is very specific.
s There's no allegation in the complaint that

~ s that notification in writing regarding financing
~ arrattgements ever took place. We would argue that
e the failure to allege sufficient facts, that that
s condition was met, plaintiffs' claim No, 1 for breach

~.o of contract against GBRE, also Claim 3 for promissory
ii estoppel and -- because GBRE's obligations fo the
i2 plaintiffs, contractual or otherwise, were clearly
is subject to that condition. And, finally, Claim 5 for
is unjust enrichment should also be dismissed because
is the claim's either barred by the existence of a valid
ie contract here, all but an unenforceable one against
i7 GBRE, or at the very least the plainriffs have not
is pled sufficient facts to establish either the unjust
s9 retention of a benefit or really any benefit at all
z o that was conveyed to GBRE as a pars of the
z i negotiation of these contracts.
2z Looking at the condition precedent,
Za your Honor, to establish a claim for breach of
z4 contract, they've got to establish the existence
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i of a valid, enforceable contract. For purposes
a of this motion, GBRE is not denying the existence
3 of the contract, As you heard from counsel a moment
a ado at great length, these contracts were negotiated
s heavily by both sides. Both sides were represented
s by counsel. There's no question that they had a
~ meeting of the minds, They entered into canlracts.
s For purposes of our motion we're
s not denying the existence of a valid contract.

io There's a second step to that. And under Carollo v.
ii Irwin, where a contract contains a condition
iz precedent, the contract's not enforceable against
is one party as far as their obiigadons are concerned
i4 until the condition is performed or the continency
is occurs. So in this case we have a valid contract.
ie Part of that contract is a conringeacy, a condition
i~ precedent. There's no obligation that can be
ie enforced against GBRE until that condition is met.
i~ Now, plaintiffs haven't pied facts
z o that establish that that condition was met They
2 ~. want to point to the allegation they've made that
2i there was a commiunent from Wisconsin Bank &Trust
~a for financing. That glosses over the full language
as of that condition precedent. The contingency
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s language of paragraph 1 doesn't just say that
2 GBRE has to enter into financing arrangements. In
a fact, there's three elements of that, that they
4 entered onto financing arrangements, that those were
s reasonably acceptable to GBRE, but most. importantly
s that they notified ACF in writing of those
~ arrangements.
e Now, going further and lookit►g at
s the maintenance agreement, the second of these two

io contracts -- and I note that in the response brief
ii the plaintiffs brought up the commencement date
i~ and the maintenance agreement -- the maintenance
13 agreement commences upon commencement of the master
i4 lease. A.nd the Schedule 1 of the master lease says
Zs that it commences when the loan proceeds are
ie disbursed -- or, excuse me, when the loan proceeds
i~ are received by GBRE.
is So there's really two dates here.
i9 The first is the effective date of the contract
ao when the notification in writing occurs. The second
zi is the receipt of the actual Ioan proceeds which
zz causes the lease to commence and then also triggers
23 the second contract, which is the maintenance
Za and operation agreement. In this case there's no
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~. allegation that GBItE ever provided that notification
2 in writing.
s Now, plaintiffs want you to accept
a that their allegation that WBT agreed to provide
s financing is sufficient to fulfill that contingency.
s But as c~unset noted earlier, words have meaning.
z For whatever reason as these parties negotiated at
a great Iength these contracts, both represented by
s counsel, they reserved to GBRE the discretion to

io provide notification in writing when the financing
ai commitment was reasonably acceptable to them. The
is parties decided that the requirement of vuritten
i3 notice was itup~rtac~l. WG'r~ nut taikiug abuut
is a eonclitian chat's buried in this contract, your
is Honor. We're talking ahont paragraph 1 on the first
~i6 page of the master lease, notification in writing
~ ~~ of financing arrangements that were reasonably
~ie acceptable to GBRE.
s.e Because there axe no facts pled
zo to esta.bIish that that notification ever occurred
sz and that that contingency was met, we'd argue that
2a they failed to state the breach of contract claim and
s3 it must be dismissed.
za With regard to promissory estoppel,
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i obviousIy under the case taw to establish promissory
2 estoppel you've got to argue a promise that's
s unambiguous in its terms, reasonably foreseeable
~ reliance on the promise to the parties' detriment.
s First, we've argued that khe existence of a valid
~ c~nh~act in this case bars the olaim for promissory
~ estoppel. Promissory estoppel is available in the
a absence of a contract. Plaintiffs' counsel in their
s response brief notes that, well, we've made an

io argument that there's an unenforceable contractual
~i obligation here so, therefore, they should be allowed

',1z to bring their promissory estoppel claim.
zs Again, for purposes of this motion
io we're not arguing there's no valid contract here.
is We're arguing that as a result of that condition in
z5 that contract, (here's no enforceable promise against
i~ GBR.E. 4n the other hand, as they would argue,
as anyrime you have a condition in a contract that's not
i9 met, it opens the doors to any number of equitable
ao claims.
zx So the parties at great length here,
~s represented by counsel, negotiate a contract in which
z3 it reserves to GBRE the notification in writing,
24 reserves that condition there for the contract to be
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t effective and enforceable and then somehow because
s that condition is nat met, GBRE is still held to
3 every other promise in that contract under an
a equitable theory. Your Honor, we would argue that
s that's not the purpose of promissory estoppel, and
s certainly the failure of a condition precedent does
~ not suddenly open the floodgates to equitable claims.
e But even if there is not a valid contract in this
9 case, you still have a condition promise. Promissory

io estoppel, they have to show reasonable reliance.
ii Yaur Honor, looking here to
i~ In Re Midway Airlines, which we`ve cited in our
i3 brief, yuu catu►ol reasunably rely un a condition
a.~ promise. Whether it's in the contract or not, GBRE's
is promises are clearly conditioned ou this norification
ie in wriring requirement, T'he parties negotiated that
i~ at length. It's in writing, you know. It states
is that that is the condition there.
is Plaintiffs must show that they had
a o some sort of reasonable reliance on GBRE's promises.
ai And I'll note in their pleading, the reliance that
i2 they allege is actually reliance on, and I quote,
z3 "contractual promises," that's at paragraph 56, and
s+ that they reasonably relied on the -- capital A --
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i Agreements in paragraph 58. So they don't oven hide
z the fact that the promises that they're relying on
s are those that are laid out in the contract, the
4 contract that contains a ctear condition.
s So even if they argued that their
s promissory estoppel claim can be brought because
~ there's no valid contract, you still have promises
a that they claim to be relying on that are subject
s to a condition. Their reliance is unreasonable as

io a matter of law because it's a conditional promise.
ii Tt's not a definite, unambiguous promise. In this
iz case GBRE said we're going to do a!1 of these things,
i3 we're going to take necessary steps to carry out this
i+ contract. But paragraph 1, page 1, this is not
is effective until such time as we notify yon in writing
~6 that we have a financing commitment that's reasonably
i7 acceptable to us. For that reason, because that
I8 reliance is unreasonable as a matter of law, we`d
i9 argue that the claim for promissory estoppel must
ao also be dismissed.
2z Finally, as far as unjust enrichment
az goes, your Honor, there are no facts alleged either
2s to the conveyance of any kind of benefit, nor
za the unjust nature of the ratentiott of such benefit.
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i Counsel in their response has argued that, they've
2 alleged proprietary and exclusive information. But
3 there's no allegation as to how GBRE would use that
9 information, how they have used that information,
s no allegation as to how GBRE has benefited from that
6 information, no allegation as to how the information
~ benefited any other project that GBRE is using.
s Plaintiffs' conctusory claim
9 that they shared information that has some enormous

io benefit without any supporting facts simply doesn't
iz establish the conveyance of a benefit there to
is support unjust enrichment. But even so, even if
is there were a benefit conveyed them by the sharing
it of information in the negotiation of a contract,
is they fail to allege any facts that would support
ae the unjust enrichment of that benefit.
i~ In this case the parties
~a at arm's length represented by counsel traveling
is dov~n to Evanston, Illinois, as plaintiffs' counsel
zo noted, negotiated this, shared information, visited
si facilities all with the understanding that this
sz was a contract which an the first page in the
'~s first paragraph contained the condition to its
24 effectiveness and its enforceability. For them
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~ to now argue that the sharing of that information

~ 2 is part of that negotiation, such retetttion was
3 unjust, ignores all the other language that was
1 negotiated in the contract. To simply say because
s this contract didn't work out, it's unjust for you
s to keep anything we told you and that you owe us
~ for ati of that disregards all the language of the

~ e contract.
I s For example, if the plaintiffs
i o had wanted to create some sort of protections for

~ ii themselves on the conveyance of proprietary exclusive
~a information, they could have worked that into the
is contract. They could have negotiated those terrns
1.a in, understanding that it was a conditional prornise.
is Perhaps this doesn't come to fruition, perhaps the
i5 financing commitment isn't provided, perhaps GBRE
~.~ doesn't find it reasonably acceptable, what is our
ie protection far this informatior that we've shaxed.
i9 Nothing like that is incorporated into the agreement.
20 There's no protections in that case there. And as
zi both sides articulated earlier, this is a fu11y
zz integrated agreement so any assurances that might
23 have been made outside of the agreement are roc
24 incorporated therein.
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i For those reasons, your Honor,
2 we would ask that the Court dismiss Counts I, III and
a V of plaintiffs' complaint.
a MR. DOMBROWSKI: Judge, obviously this is
s a 2-615 motion, We have to go back to the specific
6 wording of the complaint, which I don't think counsel
~ realty has done. He's thrown in in his brief a bunch
a of things that were not within the body of the
s complaint.

io Regardless, we plead on page 6
ii of the complaint several paragraphs regarding
is funding, regarding a guarantee of loan, regarding
is ilie loan being approved We also specifically
i~ plead 43 paragraphs regarding the specifics of the
is contract, and obviously we have attached A and B
i5 to our complaint, which is incorporated within the
i~ complaint. Illinois does not require you to go
ie forth every paragrapt, of every contract in a breach
is of connect acrion and lay out those contracts. A
z o breach of contract action if that were such would be
s i 40 pages.
az So, Judge, here we specifically
zs plead that every -- ail condirions precedent
za were met. We detailed the funding. We attached

Page a8
i the complaint. As to Count I, it's properly
s pled. Also paragraphs 1 through 43 go into Count I,
3 so all of that detail goes into Count I. We have
4 specifically pled. We've put them on notice. They
s should be required to answer it.
s JuQge, as to the promissory
~ estoppel, this again is pleading in the alternative.
e We not only refer to the complaint in our promissory
s estoppel, which is Count III, but we also -- course!

zo didn't read this part. "ACF and ACF Services relied
ii on GBRE's contractual promises and/or all promises
is to proceed with the project." Now, if they're
is willing to say this is a valid contract, we might
is have another issue on promissory estoppel. But
is Itlinois law is clear we can plead it even if
i5 there's a breach of contract action.
i~ Same goes for unjust enrichment,
ie which is Count V. We specifically state in Count V
i9 how they're unjustly enriched not only within the
so body ~f Count V but the paragraphs 1 through 43,
2i xhich specifically state this is our exclusive
s2 technology, oral and written presentations to the
23 n~ibe, to 05GC. It is exclusive. It is proprietary.
z~ They were unjustly enriched because of the knowledge
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~ they gained from us before they walked away. So,
~ Judge, I'd ask that you deny his motion in its
3 entirety.

~ a MR. TEMPLE: Your Honor, with respect
s to the allegations about the facts, again, I would
s point back to the very specific condition on the
~ first page of the master lease. As counsel noted,
s it's attached to the complaint. That becomes part of
s the complaint, Yes, that is the focus of our motion,

~.o is that particular element and the fact that there's
ai no other facts pled in the complaint that support
is the fulfillment of that condition.
is I understand counsel's paint that
is we need not go through every single paragraph of
is the lease to determine whether, you know, every
rs single aspect of that is plect, but in this case they
i~ pled a breach of the contract generally for us not
ie continuing through with the project. And I can point
i9 to the language right here, but specifically they've
zo said that we have breached by abandoning and refusing
sa to implement the master lease and maintenance
22 agreements.
zs There's a clear condition on the

~ 2a first page that says it's not effective unless that
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z contingency is met, That is a fact necessary to show
2 that we've somehow abandoned this contract. To argue
s that we abandoned/refused to implement the contract
a when there's a clear condition that says we don't
s continue with this unless A, B and C happens and
s they haven't pled A, $and C, I would argue that
~ that is the facts required to be pled under Illinois
e law in this case.
s As far as the other two claims go,

is again, as far as promissory estoppel is concerned,
si they have not pled any sort of reasonable reliance.
is Given the fact that this is a condition prarnise, I
i3 have not heard any azguments from plaintiffs' counsel
Y4 that they believe there was an unconditional promise
i5 made. And unjust enrichment, there aze no
ie allegations under the count for unjust enrichment
i~ as to what that benafit was but, more importantly,
is where's the injustice? And looking at the cast Iaw,
i9 and this is the Galvan v. Northwestern Memorial
zo Hospital case that we cited, "A cause of action for
2i unjust enrichment must allege the defendant retained
2a a benefit to the plaintiffs' detriment in violation
a3 of the fundamental principles of justice, equity
as and good conscious."
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i Atl the plaintiffs have alleged
2 is that informarion was shared in the negotiation
s of a contract that contained a condition to
4 enforceability and effectiveness and that somehow
s the retention of that information was unjust. Again,
s in this case any party that is negotiating a contract
~ with a condition in it must now be aware under
e plaintiffs' theory that they are at risk of an
s equitable claim for unjust enrichment if they

?.o don't carry through with this contract. There's
ii no allegation here of any bad faith by GBRE. Any
is failure by GBRE to take the necessary steps to ensure
zs the condition was fl.ilfilled.
a.a And, finally, with regards to
is plaintiffs' comm8nt that they have generally and
is conclusory p[ed that all conditions were met, they
i7 simply pled that all conditions precedent to the
ie contract were met by ACF Leasing or ACF Services.
i9 We've not argued that they failed to meet any
zo condition. Wc've argued that there's a general
z i condition to the effecriveness of the contract.
sa They've made no argument that that was fulfilled.
zs This was not something that they could futfill.
a a The parties in negoiiating this clearly reserved to
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i GBRE the discretion to provide that norification that
a would then bigger the effectiveness of the contract
3 For that reason, your Honor, Pd asic ffiat the three
4 counts be dismissed.
s THE COURT: Well, I did have an
s opportunity, of course, to go through the briefs
~ and read through the complaint and everything. And
e based upon your arguments, first of all, as to the
s breach of contraot, we're at a pleading stage.

:o You're asking plaintiff at this point in time to
ii plead evidentiary facts, not just sufficient facts
is to state a cause of action. Therefore, the breach of
z3 contract count will go forward.
i~ As to the promissory estoppel, it is
is being pled in the alternative, but I do find that
i6 it`s lacking because if you look at your paragraphs,
i~ you start at 55, and in your own argument you said
i s we have pied numerous facts to support the cause of
is action in 1 through 43. Those are never even alleged
so or reaileged in your Count III as to promissory
2 i estoppel on that. So it is dismissed with leave
2s to replead within 2$ days, and I find a similar
23 need to plead your unjust enrichment claim more
24 clearly as to Green Bay Renewable Energy as well.
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i Therefore, Counts AI and V are dismissed with leave
s to replead within 28 days.
3 Given the fact that defendant is
s to answer the breach of contract, but you're going
s to have to respond to that, I'm going io put it all
s in the same schedule. So with plaintiff repieading
7 III and V, 28 days woutd put you at November 5th,

', e I believe, yes. So we'll have the defendant answer
s oz otherwise plead zs to III and V and answer

io Count I by December 3rd.
zi Let's give a future status date.
i2 Let me just write this down. Okay. Let's get back,
is how's Dcccmber 10th? Lct's do it at 9:30. I think
za we should he able to do that, okay?
is MR. DOMBROWSKI: Thank you.
i6 MR, TEMPLE; Thanks, your Honor.
i~ THE COURT: Have a good day.
zs ~/HICH WERE ALL THE PROCEEDINGS
i9 HAD OR OFFERED AT SAID HEARING
zo OF THE.ABO'VH-ENTITLED CAUSE.
zi
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Chapter 14
SOVF:,'REIGN IMMUNITY

Yukwatatwnni•yb
we are free from foreign powers

14. I . Purpose and Policy 14.4, Sovereign Immunity of the Tribe14.2, Adoption, Amendment, Repeal 14.5. Sovereign Immunity of Tribal Entities14.3. Definitions 
14.6. Waiver of5overeignlmmunify

14.1.. Purpose and Policy
l~.I-1. The purpose of this Law is to protect~and preserve the sovereign immunity of the OneidaTribe of Indians of Wisconsin, to define the entities and individuals entitled to the protection of suchimmunity, and to specify the manner :n which such immunity may be waived.14.1-2. It is the policy of the Oneida Tribe of Indians of Wisconsin to exercise its sovereignimmunity, and to grant limited waivers of such immunity, as dictated by the best interests of theOneida Tribe of Indians of Wisconsin and its citizens. The Oneida Tribe of Indians of Wisconsinrecognizes that Tribal sovereign immunity, as defined in numerous federal court decisions, is aninherent and indispensable aspect ofTribal sovereignty. The Oneida Tribe of Indians of Wisconsinalso recognizes that Tribal sati~ereign immunity affords necessary protection ofTribal resources, andnecessary protection for Tribal officers, employees, and agents in both governmental and commercialsettings.

14.2. Adoption, Amendment, Repeal
14.2- t . This Law is adopted by the Oneida Business Committee by resolution # BC-10-20-04-C, andamended by resolution #SC-02-12-14-D.
14.2-2. This Law may be amended or repealed by the Oneida Business Committee and/or the OneidaGeneral Tribal Council pursuant to the procedures set out in the Legislative Procedures Act.14.2-3. Should a provision ofthis Law ar the application thereofto any person or circumstances beheld as invalid, such invalidity shall no# affect other provisions ofthis Law which are considered tohave legal force without the invalid portions.
] 4.2-4. In the event of a conflict between a provision of this Law and a provision of another law, theprovisions of this Law shall control.
14.2-5. This Law is adopted under authority of the Constitution of tl~e Oneida Tribe of Indians ofWisconsin.

14.3. Definitions
I4.3-1. "This section shall govern the definitions of words and phrases used within this Law. Al(words not defned herein shall be used in their ordinary and everyday sense.

(a) "Agent" shall mean a person who is authorized to act on behalf of the OneidaTribe of Indians of Vb'isconsin with respect to a specific transaction or transactions.(b) "Employee" sha11 mean any individual who is employed by the Tribe and issubject to the direction and control of the Tribe with respect to the material details ofthe work performed, or who has the status of an employee under the usual common
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law rules applicable to determining the employer-employee relationship. For thepurposes of this Policy, employee shall include elected or appointed officials,individuals employed by a Tribally Chaa~tered corporation, and, individuals employedunder an employment contract as a limited term employee are employees of theTribe, not consultants.
(c) "officer" shall mean a person elected or appointed to serve on a board,committee, or commission of the Oneida Tribe of Indians of Wisconsin.(d) "Tribal Entity" sha14 mean a corporation or other organization which is whollyowned by the Oneida Tribe of Indians of W isconsin, is operated for governmental orcommercial purposes, and may through its charter or other document by which it isorganized be delegated the authority to waive sovereign immunity.(e) "Tribal property" shall mean property that is owned by the Oneida Tribe in fee,or property that is held in trust for the Oneida Tribe by the United States ofAmerica.(e) "Tribe" shall mean the Oneida Tribe of Indians of Wisconsin, and includes alldepartments, divisions, business units, and other subdivisions of the Tribe.

14.4. Sovereign Immunity of the Tribe
14.4-1. The sovereign immunity of the Tribe, including sovereign immunity from suit in any state,federal or Tribal court, is hereby expressly rearmed. No suit or other proceeding, including anyTribal proceeding, maybe instituted or maintained against the Tribe unless the Tribe has specificallywaived sovereign immunity for purposes of such suit or proceeding. No suit or other proceeding,including any Tribal proceeding, may 6e instituted or maintained against officers, employees oragents of the Tribe for actions within the scope of their authority, unless the Tribe has specificallywaived sovereign immunity for purposes of such suit or proceeding.

14.5. Sovereign Immunity of Tribal Entities
14.5-1. The sovereign immunity of Tribal Entities, including sovereign immunity from suit in anystate, federal or Tribal court, is hereby expressly reaffirmed. No suit or other proceeding, includingan}~ Tribal proceeding, may be instituted or maintained against a Tribal Entity unless the Tribe or theTribal Entity has specifically waived sovereign immunity for purposes of such suit or proceeding.No suit or other proceeding, including any Tribal proceeding, may be instituted or maintained againstofficers, employees or agents of a Tribal Entity for actions within the scope of their auihority, unlessthe Tribe or the Tribal Entity has specifically waived sovereign immuniTy for purposes of such suitorproceeding.

14.6. Waiver of Sovereign Immunity
14.6-1. All waivers of sovereign immunity shall be made in accordance with this law.14.b-2. Waiver by Resolution. The sovereign immunity of the Tribe or a Tribal Entity may bewaived:

(a) by resolution of the General Tribal Council;
(b) by resolution or motion of the Oneida Business Committee; or(c) by resolution of a Tribal Entity exercising authority expressly delegated to theTribal Entity in its charter or by resolution of the General Tribal Council or the
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Oneida Business Committee, provided that such waiver shalt be made in strictconformity with the provisions of the charter or the resolution governing thedelegation; and shall be limited to the assets and property of the 'Tribal Entity.14.6-3. Autumatrc Waiver to AIIow Testimony and Production of Documents. The Tribe herebywaives sovereign immunity to permit Tribal officers, employees and agents to testify as witnessesand to produce documents in the following circumstances:
(a) a court of competent jurisdiction or a duly authorized official has issued asubpoena requiring the Tribal officer, employee or agent to appear as a wifiessand/or to produce documents with respect to the prosecution ofa juvenile or criminaloffense committed on Tribal property; or with respect to the prosecution of a juvenileor criitiinal offense committed against the 'Tribe; against ar by a member of the Tribe,an employee ofthe Tribe, a business owned or operated by the Tribe, ar a paU•on of abusiness owned or operated by the Tribe.
(b) a court of competent jurisdiction or a duty authorized official has issued asubpoena require the 'i"ribal officer, employee ar agent to appear as a witness and/orto produce documents with respect to an emergency detention or the prevention andcontrol of alcoholism in accordance with Chapter 51 ofthe Wisconsin State Statuies.This automatic waiver of sovereign immunity shaIi not extend to and shaI) not be deemed to includeany testimony or the production of any documents which are not directly relevant to theaforementioned purposes.

14.6-4. Waivers of sovereign immunity shall not be general but shall be specific and limited as tQduration, grantee, transaction, property or funds subject to the waiver, the court having juris~ictianand applicable law.
14.6-5. No waiver of sovereign immunity shall be deemed to be consent to the levy of any judgment;Eien, or attachment upon the property of the Tribe or a Tribal Entity other than properky specifical}ypledged, assigned or identified.

End

Emergency Adoption BC# 5-0404-D
Adopted BC# t 0-20-04-C
Amended BC# 02-12-14-D
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